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CURETTING THE UTERUS, AND THE METHODS OF
TREATING THE CAVITY AFTERWARDS.

By T. JOHNSON-ALLOWAY, M.D.,
Instructor ioe Ma GI UniVerity; ASsiStant Surgeon to the Montreal

GenralIlopitl;Gynoeologist to the Montreal Dispensary.

Since specialists no longer regard curetting the uterine
cavity with apprehension, when performed by an experienced
operator, and under properly chosen circumstances, it is
interesting to study the best methods of treating or dressing the
wounded surface thus deprived of its endometrium. Included
under this subject matter I place those cases of uterine disease
which require the use of the sharp curette for the relief of ab-
normal hoemorrhages in all their protean forms, also in abortion
cases where much manipulation has been necessitated, and the
uterine contents have been removed with the curette and uterine
forceps.

Before entering directly upon the subject it will be necessary
to say a few words regarding the cases which generally require
curetting, and the best kind of instrument to use.

iMenorrhagia and metrorrhagia indicate local disease or
change in the lining membrane of the uterine cavity. In certain
zymotic diseases, when we have blood change, increased men-
struation is not at all uncommon. This increase in the flow is
due to increased stimulation of the sexual organs under-the in-
fluence of these blood changes, and I have no doubt is often
determined and made more pronounced by some pre-existing
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local disease of the endometrium. Also such conditions as in-
sufficiency of the cardiac valves or emphysema will cause an
increase of flow in another and different way. Metrostaxis
under such circumstances does not come within the range of our
subject and only requires a passing notice. If, however, a inen-
orrhagia should continue after the febrile attack lias passed away,
and in fact seem to date from it, the condition should be recog-
nised as one for local treatinent. This is self-evident because
we know that vitiated conditions of the blood and disturbances
in the circulation seldoni or never cause prolonged ncuorrhgia
except wlen associated will an ahl1 eady diseased local condition.
The history of a patient vill often point to a statenent nade to
the effect that lier imenorrihagia began w'ith some illness, and lias
continued more or less ever siunce. In such a case we have un-
doubtedly a local disease which only wanted the opportunity to
set going an abnormal function in the organ involved.

Coming now to the local conditions which cause menorrhagia
and metrorrhagia we may classify them as follows :-Those in-
volving disease of the adnexa and paranetral tissues, and thoso
involving actual discase of the uterine tissues proper. Metro-
staxis due to the former condition generally gives relief to
pain, and will not, as a rule, return after the inflammatory lesion
has disappeared. It is therefore better not to check it ; the
rest and associated treatment will be all that is nercsury. It
is better to wait until the condition begins to manifest a tendency
to become chronie before resorting to the curette.

Myomatous tumors of the uterus seldom give rise to hSmor-
rhage unless they are so situated that the endometrium under-
goes an extreme change in its vascularity. Tumors growing
towards the cavity and not involving the outer uterine layers
produce great increased vascularity and hyperplasia of the en-
dometrium, while tumors which tend to grow outwards and become
sub-peritoneal do not cause any vascular or nutritive changes in
the endometrium whatever, and are therefore not accompanied
with hæmorrhages. In all cases of uterine myoma, accompanied
with Axcessive hmmorrhage, it is advisable to curette the cavity
as a preliminary step, instead of wasting time and reputation with
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palliative nethods. A short time ago I removed a long finger-
like mucous polyp from the uterine cavity of a patient the subject
of a medium sized inter stitial fibroid. The hæmiorrhage ceased ai-
most immediately, and gave no further trouble. In another simi-
lar case 1 renoved a so-called placental polypus some three inches
long. The patient in this instance expressed a desire to undergo
the recent fashionable treatment by electricity to cure the hSm-
orrhage supposed to be due to the mural fibroid. It, however,
occurred to me to explore the uterine cavity with the curette first
anid obtain a knowledge of its contents, if any. The resuit was
sufficiently satisfac tory to require no further treatment.

In cases of hæmorrhage from fibroids, I would advise in every
case where it is possible, to explore the cavity and thoroughly
curette the hyperplastic endometrium. I am of opinion that this
should first he donc before resorting to removal of the appen-
(lages or hysterectomy. In every case of chronic hyperplastic
endornetritis following abortion, cervical lacerations with sub-in-
volution, gonorrhoal imflammations, and displacement with ex-
haustive menorrhagia and leucorrhoa, the cavity should be curet-
ted of every vestige of diseased endometrium and the wounded sur-
face treated as will be pointed out further on. It is understood that
uterine discharge due to malignant disease will not be consid-
ered. I may however say in passing, that cancer is a common
cause of metrorrhagia in women over thirty-five years of age,
and I regret to acknowledge that there are still men high in the
respect of their colleagues--especially in England-who regard
menorrhagia at the time of the menopause as evidence of its nor-
mal approach. To my mind there is no more iniquitous teaching,
or one fraught with more disaster to our reputation with the pub-
lie, In my experience of such cases, I have never failed to find
either malignant disease or fungus degeneration of the endome-
trium, and who can say but that the menorrhagia was, in fact,
a warning note to remove the benign embryo that the destroy-
ing parent might not get vigorous life. Clinical examples have
Occurred to most of us wherein tbe microscope could not discover
evidence of malignancy and yet these patients died of undoubted
cancer. Ail physicians should therefore insist upon examination.
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of their patient under such circumstances and advise them ac-
cordingly.

A few words now about the kind of curette to be
used. In cases of chronic endometritis there are three forms of

curette from which we can take our choice-Martin's, Sims'

and Hanks' (figured as below). Of these Martin's is the one

MARTIN'S CURETTE.

SIMS' CURETTE.

HANKS' CURETTE.

[CaAnÂN, Montreal, Instrument Dealer.)

I give the preference to and use most frequently. Sims' instri-

ment is a good one, and Hanks' curette is also serviceable, though

somewhat difficult to introduce should the cervix be not dilated

sufficiently and the cavity not straight; also, the shank of the
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instrument is too flexible and bends in the hand, which is a bad
fault.

In regard to the operation I do not thinkjt should ever be
done without an anoesthetic. I have disregarded this provision
many times myself, but must admit that there have been few
occasions upon which I did not feel a regret that I had so acted.
The operation is never so perfectly done, it is hurriedly done,
and to say that the patient does not suffer pain is untrue. I
have known them to suffer severely and the operation to be fol-
lowed by a certain amount of shock. It is also unsafe to curette
a uterus without first freely using the powerful steel dilators to
at least 1 inch. This is donc to ensure good drainage, and
should be done whether the cervical canal seems sufliciently
patent or not. The curetting should be continued until no more-
endometrium can be obtained, two to three minutes being ample
in poiiit of time. The cavity should now be irrigated with plain
warm water, after which we must decide what form of dressing
we are going to apply. The simplest form is to let the part
alone and return the patient to bed; injection of iodized phenol,
by means of a syringe made for the purpose, and containiug
30 to G0 m. of the fluid. Churchill's tincture of iodine is some-
times used but it is much more painful and less effective than
the iodized-phenol. Swabbing the cavity with pure carbolic acid
is a very good method and has in my hands given good results.
Packing the cavity with pledgets of cotton wool impregnated
with iodoform is the method known as Vulliets'. It is, however,
diflicuit to do, is clumsy, and if the cavity is packed too firmly,
the procedure will give rise to severe uterine colic.

Of all the methods, however, of dressing the uterine cavity
after curetting, which has proved most satisfactory, is that
of filling it carefully with iodoform gauze, and leaving the
end extruding from the external os. The pressure here exerted
upon the uterine walls can be so beautifully and perfectly
graded according to thejndgment of the operator, that all homor-
rhage is at once arrested. Tags of unfinished shavings are com-
pressed firmly against the denuded surface, and unite there.
Under other circumstances these unfinished scrapings often
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necrose, and the base of the shaving forms a little eddy for
retention of discharges to decompose and set up trouble. The
principal locality in which these spots of danger occur is just
above the internal os. When iodized phenol or other cautery is
applied, these jagged points are converted into little ulcerating
pits from which septic absorption takes place, culminating in a
sharp attack of pelvic inflammation. Every gynScologist bas
experienced such unpleasant results after curetting when there
previously existed no legitimate foundation for such a sequence,
and may be accounted for in the manner I have described. This
danger will always exist vith the injection of fluid or the appli-
cation of caustics to the interior of the uterus, and sho;uld not
therefore be made a routine practice.

Now that we are cognizant of these dangers, we can see the
great safety and therapeutie advantage of filling tightly the uter-
ine cavity with a soft elastic and aseptie material prepared with
iodoform suspended in parafin. This material, prepared by
Dyer of Montreal, is in advance of every other for this purpose.
It can be left in for four or five days, if necessary, without the
least fear of having it undergo change. There is absolutely no
drain so good, and by its side pressure on the uterine walls all
remnants of undetached membrane re-unite, resulting in a per-
fectly smooth cavity surface. The cases which are generally
met with in which this dressing is applicable are:-Curetting
for hoemorrhagic endometritis ; with Schroder's trachelorrhaphy;
in bleeding myomata; for removal of retained products after
abortion, the method is especially satisfactory here. It arrests
all bleeding at once, secures good drainage and induces con-
traction of the uterus, thus favoring rapid involution. In a case
of this nature I saw recently in consultation with Dr. Gurd, I
removed a large adherent placental mass.Pregnancy had ceased
at about the fifth month,but the placenta continued to grow for
some time afterwards. It was so firmly adherent that it became
necessary to remove it in very small fragments with curette
and forceps. I packed this uterus to a fair degree of pressure,
and on the second day I found the gauze had all been expelled
and the uterus reduced in size with firmn contraction. The gauze
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packing is often expelled, especially in abortion cases, but it can
easily be removed on the third or fourth day by simply intro-
ducing the dressing forceps to the cervix along two fingers of
left hand as a guide and gently withdrawing the gauze. No
irrigations are required after its withdrawal as the vagina is
still aseptic and will remain so if not interfered with.

A word in conclusion in regard to the use of the sharp curette.
This instrument has been held in great awe for many years by a
large section of practising physicians ; and these gentlemen have
always urged the use of Thomas' dull wire curette when an oper-
ation of this nature was about to be performed. This general
professional impression having prevailed it seems apparent that
there must have been some good cause for this strange aversion
to the instrument. Those who have had experience with it,
and have necessarily become skilled in its use will sec that the
cause of the above impression rests with two facts-first, care-
lessness or neglect in making the field of operation absolutely
aseptic; second, unskillful use of the instrument due to want of
constant experience. When we consider the important meaning
of these facts, it is surprising the little harm the instrument
has donc.
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A CASE OF NECROSIS FOLLOWING A COMPOTND
FRACTURE.

OPERATION WITH ANTISEPTIC PRECAUTIONS-AN EXCELLENT
RESULT.

BY JOHN CAMPBELr, M.D., SEAFORTH, ONT.
(Prepared for the late meeting of the Canadian Medieul Aaociation at liff.)

Mr. .President and Gentlemen--We humbly submit the follow-
ing report of a surgical case in practice, which we hope may
be of some interest to the members of this Association, meet-
ing here by the health-giving waters of Banff, in the shadow
of the world's crest-the far-famed "l Rocky Mountains."

History.-The patient, D. M. R., is a native of Canada, and
35 years of age. In December, 1881, while working in the
lumber woods of Michigan, he met with an accident, resulting
in a compound fracture of the right tibia. He said that the
bones protruded through the skin in four places, while the
doctor affirmed that the bone was broken in no fewer than six
places.

le was over 100 miles from surgical aid. He was conveyed
by the follovin.g means. He was carried five miles, taken in
a waggon ten miles, and rode the rest of the journey in the
van of a lumber train.

He was treated in St. Mary's Hospital, Saginaw. Seventeen
days after the accident the limb was put up in a plaster ban-
dage, and ho was sent home to Whitby, in Canada, where Dr.
Fields took off the cast and put the leg in a fracture box.

He was able to walk with crutches in 12 weeks from date of
fracture, and in 6½ months resumed work. Nine months after-
wards he was troubled with pain at seat of fracture, after
which pus formed. In March, 1885, he was laid up four
weeks with local pain accompanied with fever and formation
of pus. In March, 1888, he jarred his leg, and was treated by
Dr. Evans, who painted the part with collodion and wanted to
lance it. In september, 1888, he sufiered again, when the
writer attended him. The part was painted with tr. iod. co.,
the limb was raised, and the part afterwards lanced down to
the bone. After two weeks he partially recovered.

We proposed to make a long incision down to the bone, so
as to enable us to examine it thoroughly, and, if necessary,
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remove the diseased bone. The patient at last consented to
the oporation, which lie agreed should be performed on the 1st
of October, with the assistance of Dr. MacXid.

Full antiseptic precautions were taken. The leg was washed
with soap and water, with the nid of a brush. The instruments
were steeped in a solution of acid carbolic, 1 to 20. Our hands
were thoroughly disinfected. After Dr. MacKid had put the
patient thoroughly under the influence of Squibb's ether, I
made an incision eight inches in length down to the bone, on the
anterior aspect of the tibia. We found the shaft denuded of
the poriosteum and rough. It was baro for six inches over the
region of the old fracture. Ve chisselled off the necrosed
bone until we reached boue wVhich blcd freely.

At the point of the old fracture we found a softened condi-
tion of the bone. This we trephined with Langenbeck's bone
trophine, but after going through the substance, had to use a
gouge to remove all the decayed portion of bone. We packed
the wound along the whole tract with iodoform gauze, over
this, corrosive sublimate cotton, and over all, carbolic acid
bandages. The wound was not opened until the third day.
During this time there was no pain or any bad symptoms
whatever.

On the fourth day he got feverish and pulse became rapid,
when we opened the wound and irrigated it with weak carbolic
lotion, and gave quin. sulph. in gr. x. doses repeated at proper
intervals. In 24 hours the temperature became normal again.
le had transacted a lot of business drring the day, and he
blamed that for the rise of temperature which took place the
same evening. The only other drawbaek which took place
was an attack of acute eczema which yielded promptly to
ung. zinci oxidi.

In four weeks the granulations filled up the wound so -hat
the parts could be brought into apposition. The bone was nicely
covered with granulations.

We had to go through from j to 1 of an inch of necrosed,
before we reached the sound bone. The patient has applied
for no treatment since the operation, and bas frequently .re-
Marked that he considers the leg in question nearly as sound
as the other.. He is attending to business every day. I was
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taught in my college days that if we removed the periosteum
the inevitable result would be death of the bone. In this case
six or eight inches of the bone was clenuded of its periosteum,
and in a rouglh condition yet we had the most happy results,
thanlks to the recuperative powers of nature and the blessings
of antiseptie surgery.

A RARE ANATOMICAL ABNORMALITY OF THE
NASO-PHARYNX WITH REPORTS OF THREE

OBSERVATIONS.

BY GEORGE W. MAJOR, B.A., M.D., &o.,
Specialist to the Department for Discases of the Nose and Throat, Montreal Generai

Hospital; Instructor in Laryngology and Diseases of the Throat,
McGill University, Montroal, Canada.

(Read before tle Mclico-Chiruerical Society of Montreal, Octobcr 1sth, 1889.)

The naso-pharynx varies greatly in contour and in capacity,
and extreme anomalies may exist without giving rise to dis-
comfort. So long as the function of this part is properly per-
formed any departure from normal conditions is likely to
escape observation.

The relation of the plane of the choanS to the horizontal
plane offers a diversity of angles. The choane may look
almost directly downwards, as vas observed in a case of
adenoid disease operated upon this month, and at which Dr.
John A. Macdonald assisted. The antero-posterior and lateral
diameters show constantly marked differences amongst thei-
selves when a comparison is instituted. The cavity occupies a
position in the skull by no means constant. It is occasionally
situated so far back as to be reached with difliculty when
examining with the finger or when operating. The posterirj
pharyngeal wall also affords examples of varying degrees of
inclination, the integrity of the naso-pharyngeal cavity being
sonetines seriously trespassed upon, so great is the obliquity.
Prominent cervical vertebre also project into the cavity and
render posterior rhinoscopy difficult of performance. There
are a number of other departures from the normal state, of
which perhaps atresia or a disposition thereto is most com-
monly met with. The abnormality, however, to which 1 shall
call your -attention, and of whieh I report two examples, which
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have come under my personal observation, is of very rare
occurrence.

CASE No. I.-On May 6th, 1883, Miss B., aged 22 years,
was referred to me by Dr. A. A. Browne. The young lady
complained of difficult nasal respiration and its associated dis-
comforts, as well as a temporary impairment of hearing.
When suffering from an acute coryza she had occasionally been
subject to similar attacks, but at other times, when in the
enjoyment of her ordinary health, did not experience any great
inconvenience or annoyance. On examination, the anterior
nares were found free from any obstruction. I found in the
naso-pharyngeal cavity,. however, a well-developed septum run-
ning in an antero-posterior direction, continuous with the
vomer, which divided the vault into two apparently equal and
lateral halves.
- On digital examination this partition gave to the finger the
sensation of bone and was covered vith soft, velvety mucous
membrane. It was firmly adherent to the roof of the vault,
and was fixed into the posterior superior wall at a point
higher than its origin from the base of the vomer proper. The
lower margin was sharply defined, and somewhat curved, pre-
senting a slightly crescentic outline. A firm and steady pres-
sure exerted in many directions failed to dislocate it, or, in
fact, to produce any appreciable movement. The mucous lining
of the region generally was much congested and swollen,
accounting for the character of the symptoms. This case was
reported in an article entitled "Buccal Breathing," read before
the Canadian Medical Association on August 26th, 1884, and
was subsequently published in the issue of the New York ïMedi-
cal Record of November 22nd, 1884.

CAsE No. If.-On May 23rd, 1888, a boy aged five years, of
feeble mind, was referred to me by Dr. George Ross. The
child had previously been under the care of the late Dr.
Hloward, who had on several occasions communicated with me
Conceriing the character of the case. The child was a con-
firmed mouth breather, and in the absence of a digital exam-
inlation of the naso-pharynx, or, in fact, of any examination of
the posterior nares, adenoid vegetations were considered to be
the cause. The speech was " dead," but there was, in addition,
an impediment that was of a central origin, and that no oper-
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ation could in any way remove. In Dr. Ross' absence from
the city, Dr. Browne administered other. On passing my
finger into the vault, I found a bony wall continuous with the
vomer which divided the naso-pharyngeal space into two por-
tions. This septum was covered with mucous membrane and
was free from the vegetations which filled the spaces on either
side. The width of the lateral halves was not more than a
centimeter, and it was with difficulty that a very small ring
knife could be introduced between the septum and the lateral
naso-pharyngeal walls. After the removal of the growths a
decided improvement took place in breathing, and the anars-
thetie was notably much more easily aîdministered.

Dr. Browne on examination vas enabled to confirm the pros-
ence of the septum as described. In this case the septum was
rather more dense and thicker through than in the case first
referred to; it w'as also less deep flom above downwards.

To Dr. John N. Mackenzie, of Johns Hopkins Hospital,
Baltimore, belongs the honor of having first described this mal-
formation, in a paper read before the Clinical Society of Mary-
land, on February 16th, 1883, and published in the Archives
of Laryngology in July of the same year. My first observa-
tion was made May 6th, 1883, communicated August 26th,
1884, and published in November of that year.

The only other observation on record is that of Dr. Ph. D.
Photiades, of Constantinople, which appeared in a work on
" Nasal Pharyngeal and Laryngeal Diseases," published at
Athens in 1884, and a notice of whicl, translated from tlie
Greek into German, occurs in the Centralblattfür Laryngologie
for December, 1885. Whether Dr. Photiades' case antedated
my first one or not 1. am unable to say. Dr. Photiades claims
that Dr. Mackenzie's case was the only one published prior to
his own.

Ini answer to a number of letters sent to leading teratologists
inquiring as to the frequency of such a deformity, I have not
been able to add a single instance to the four already con-
municated to you. Dr. Harrison Allen, of Philadelphia, who
has devoted much time and attention to the study of the de-
formities of the skull, writes me that he has never met with
such a case in practice or in museums. In over 3,500 skulls
examined by him, he bas never seen even a tendency to such
prolongation of the septum.
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Post scripuma:
CAsE No. III.-On the 23rd of October, 1889, while

operating on a child of 13 months for the removal of adenoid
vegetations I encountered my third case of this abnormality.
In this patient respiration bad been most difficult from birth,
in fact. nasal breathing was impossible. On examination I
found the naso-pharynx divided as before described. There
was also a narked narrowing of the choane. Dr. F. W.
Campbell, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine of Bishops College,
after examining satisfied himself of the correetness of my
diagnosis. Under other the adenoid vegetations were
thorougbly removed and nasal breathing quite restored. The
infant made a good and satisfactory recovery.

VERTIGO, AN EYE AND EAR SYMPTOM.
BY J. W. STIRLING, M.B., &c.

(Irud by title bforo the Canuadian .fedical Aesociation ut Banif, Augu.t, 1859.)

Vertiao is that condition in which there is a tendency to
lose, or a complete loss of equilibrium.

It is a feeling of uncertainty with regard to our position
relatively to surrounding objects.

I will give a short resumé of our more recent knowledge
and advances in the subject, especially from an ocular and
labyrinthine standpoint, and append notes of a few cases which
have come under my own observation.

For the maintenance of equilibrium, we have three factors
to consider.

1.-The source of the afferent impulses to tlie brain, three
in number, namely, visual, labyrinthine and tactile.

2.-The co-ordinating reflex centre in the cerebellum.
3.-The efferent motor impulses.
As to the centre, that it certainly exists in the cere-

bellum has been undoubtedly proven by Ferrier and others, in
their operations on animals, for on excising the cerebrum,
equilibrium was still maintained, but on excising the cere-
bellum it was lost, although the cerebrum was retained. From
this also we see that consciousness is not necessary for equili-
bration.

Further experiments showed that in time cerebral activity
could gradually, though imperfectly, assume the lost function,
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although at a considerable expenditure of nerve energy,
fatigue rapidly ensuing. With this loss of motor co-ordina-
tion for the preservation of balance, thore was, however, no
diminution of muscular power.

Ferrier found on stimulating certain areas of the monkey's
cerebellurn with electricity, that movements of the eyes
and marked loss of equilibrium in definite directions followed.

. 1st.-Stimu lating the pyamid, either on riglit or left side,
the eyes moved to the right or left.

2nd.-Stimulating the anterior part of the upper vermiform
lobe in the middle line, the eyes turned directly up; if the
electrode were placed to either side of the middle line, the eyes
turned to the same side as well as upwards, but without any
rotation.

3.-If electrode placed on posterior part of upper vermiform
lobe in the middle line, eyes were turned directly down, and
in addition to either side if electrode placed on one or other
side of middle line.

4.-If lateral lobes stimulated, the eyes looked up, and apper
end of vertical axis rotated towards side so stimulated.

5.-Stimulation of flocculus caused rotation on the antero-
posterior axis.

The movenents of the head, eyes and body coincided.
It was also found that on stimulating the lateral lobes there

was a tendency to fall to the same side as that stimulated, as-
sociated with a rotation backwards. On stimulating the
anterior portion of middle lobe, a tendency to fali backwards;
on stimulating the postorior portion, a tendency to fall forwards.

On destruction of any of thjse areas, falling in the opposite
direction ensued, e.g., if lateral 'lobe destroyed, animal foll w
opposite side, with a rotary movement backwards; if anterior
part middle lobe, animal fell forwards; ifposterior, backwards.

The stimulation of the mastoid in man by electrodes placed
one on each mastoid, causes the head to be bent and the eyes
directed towards the side on which the anode is placed; objects
appear to be moving in the opposite direction, and there is a
sensation as of loss of support on the opposite side of the body;
hence the movement of the head and eyes to one side are com-
pensatory to a feeling of falling to the opposite side.

Now, it is found that the movements of the head and eyes
thus engendered, by placing the eloctrodes on the mastoid in
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man, are exactly similar to those caused by directly stimulating
the corresponding aide of the cerebellum in the monkey; hence
it may be inferred very justly that the other movements of the
head, eyes anJ body, set up by stimulating the other areas of
the cerebellum, correspond to a sensation of falling in the
opposite direction, and are all compensatory to preserve equili-
brium.

Next as to the afferent flctors concerned in the preservation
of equilibrium.

That the eyes play an important part in the maintenance of
equilibrium hardly requires iteration, as we are ail aware of
the uncertainty of gait following the sudden occlusion of vision,
although that it is not absolutely necessary is certain, as
evidenced by the movements of the blind.

Our movements are first learnt by observing and copying
others, calling our consciousness into constant requisition,
with the result of early fatigue, until after a while the act is
performed reflexly.

That consciousness even yet plays a part, although subordi-
nate, is evidenced by the rapidity and certainty with which
attention is attracted by anything unusual in the conditions
appertaining to any movement, e.g., movement of external
objects, loss of sensation in limb, etc.

Hence, from our eyes, and by vision, by the muscular sense of
accommodation or convergence, we gather experience of our
position in space and relation to surroundings.

That ail these assist in maintaining equilibrium is readily
observed by the feeling of insecurity, giddiness and sometimes
faintness which occurs if anything interferes with their nor-
nýa action.

First, as to vision. We have referred to the sense of inse-
curity which follows its sudden suspension, this disappearing
in time as the other two afferent factors, tactile and laby-
rinthine, partly take its place.

Lot the whole field of vision be put in motion, as in watch-
ing a runni.ng stream, the eye in vain strives to fix our posi-
tion in space, and take with this the very contradictoriness of
impression of our stability, as obtained through the tactile and
labyrinthine sources; then this disharmony of afferent impres-
sions produces generally a feeling of insecurity, often of giddi-
ness and faintness.
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Secondly, let there be a lesion in the muscular sense, as
occurs in paralysis of the ocular muscles. The field of
vision is falsely projected, and the misinterpretation arising
from the power of muscular impulse, and the small result
obtained causes an apparent movement of objecte looked at.
This gives rise to uncertainty of gait, giddiness and e.en total
loss of balance.

In certain paralyses this is more marked than in others,
viz.: in oculo motor paralysis, as in this form the visual fields
of the two eyes nowhere coincide, in abducens, supratrochlear,
and separate muscle paralysis it is not so marked, for, in cer-
tain directions, the fields coincide.

Cases are very common, but I may be permitted to mention
the following typical oculo motor paralysis:

J. McK., aged 45; came to me on account of double vision,
which had suddenly appeared three days before.

IEistory of Syphilis.-There existed marked oculo motor para-
lysis of left. oye, with ptosis upper lid; there was crossed
diplopia, the field of vision of the lef t eye being projected to the
right. On getting him to walc rapidly toward a given point
ho made a wide detour to the right, and on suddenly trying to
correct himself becanie quite giddy and fell.

Acquired nystagmus is also accompanied by giddiness from
the false impression as to the relation of surroundings.

Thirdly, as to the influence of accommodation.
This is seen sometimes in the strain of the accommodation

muscle in hyperopia, giddiness occurring, although mainily in
the neurasthenic and in hyperopia of high degree with sudden
weakening of accommodation. The vertigo is mai nly due to
the apparent changing in position and shape of objects, arising
from the varying focussing of the eye, caused by irregular
actions of the ciliary muscle, the contradictoriness of muscular
impulse and result confusing one. It is certain that the cen-
tering of the attention on any one of the three afferent factors
specially, gives rise to a feeling of confusion, and this is likely
partly the cause here of the feeling of insecurity. Examples
are too numerous to make it obligatory to give any.

The connection of the optic nerves with the cerebellar
centre has not been absolutely proved, but a case of Mendel's
tbrows considerable light on this point.
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Int this case the post mortein examaination revealed a hemnorr-
hage in the pulvinar of thc left oplic thalamus; there was
atrophy of the left red nxcleus and a tract of secoundary degen-
Cration in the righit superior cerebellar peduncle, traceable as
far as the nucleus dentatus.

It would show that each lateral lobe rules over eye of same
side, the decussation first occurring at the chiasma, then back
again at the decussation of superior corebellar peduncles. The
pupil contracts mainly in oye of'same side as that of the stimu-
Iated lobe.

Lesions in the course of superior cerobellar peduncles, of optie
lobes, or of connection between optic and oculo-motor nerves
must cause disturbances of equilibrium.

Before leaving the subject of ocular afferent impressions, I
ma.y just mention the curious condition of agoraphobia, where
a man as long as he is in the street or between two walls
maintains his cquilibrium, but as soon as he is iii a field or
open space loses his balance. f am inclinied to think this is
partly due to psychical disturbances, aj well as to contradic-
toriness of sensation.

I will now pass on to the consideration of tle labyrinthine
factor.

Beyond mentioning the sei-circular canals, it is hardly
necessary to dilate on thleir vell-known anatomy.

Three i number, a superior vertical, which lias a direction
forwards and slightly outwards, a posterior vertical, and a
horizontal, each having its ampulla, with its crista, hairs, oto-
liths, enldol'ymph and perilymph.

Proofs of their function are nunerous, a good one being a
case of Ferrier's of labyriinthinie vertigo without deafue.ss.

The ampulhe, are supplied by the anterior or motor part of
the auditory nerve. Tracing it backwards, it joins the acoustic
division at the cribriforn plate, thon back through the meatus
auditorius internus, to the medulla oblongata, where the motor
fibres can be traced to the restiform boces or inferior cerebel-
lar peduncle.s, and thence into cerebellum. The further con-
tral connections are obscure.

The two theories as to mode of stimulation are well known.
Orn» Brown holds stimulation occurs tiroughi varyinig pros-
Sure of endolymph on ampullary dilatations. Cyon denies tliis
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as ho could nover experimentally prove it, but asserts stimu-
lation arises from vi'.,rations of otoliths, caused by variations
in position of head and undalations of endolymph.

If it is pressure, inclination of the head to the right would
cause endolymph to flow from the right to the left.

These symmetrical plus and minus variations would stimu-
late the ampullary nerves, and thereby excite the equilibra-
tion centres to set up muscular action appropriate to position
of head and body.

Crum Brown has also shown that by the semicircular canals,
independent of ail other aid, we are able to detect any direc-
tion in which we may be rotated and the approximate rate of
rotation.

This disappears after a time, and is due to the endolymph
in virtue (if its inertia not partaking of the same rate of rota-
tion at first as the osseous canals.

Each canal has only one ampulla, ience the physical differ-
ence between rotation with ampulla first and ampulla last, and
it is supposed that only one of these rotations, say with ampul-
la first, when endolyiph flows into the canal, will stinulate
nerve endings. On this supposition one canal can only give
rise to sense of rotation in one direction, around one axis, and
for sense of complote rotation in either direction, the canals
must be in pairs parallel and with ampullo at opposite ends,
which is the case.

Vertigo could not be produced in pigeons with semicircular
canals destroyed. In a large number of deaf mutes, and in
cases where the labyrinth is destroyed by disease, vertigo
could not be produced by rotation.

In lower animals of sluggish habits, as in. reptilia, where
equilibration is not called for specially, the semicireular canals
are only slightly developed. lowever, as we occasionally see
or hear of cases of nocrosis of labyrinth, it is evident that the
semicircular canals are not absolutely necessary for inaintain-
ing the upright position.

Now, as to the results of stimulation of the canals.
It frequently happens that from violent syringing or

politzerizing, vertigo occurs. The stapes being violently
driven in, alters the pressure of endolymph and stimulates
ampullary nerve terminals; there is a feeling of loss of support
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on the opposite side, and as a result the heads and eyes are
directed toward the stimulated side, objects appear moving to
the opposite side.

Cyon, Hlôgyes and others have found that stimulation of the
separate canais causes the same motor disturbances as the
stimulation of certain cerebellar areas.

For example, section of the superior vertical canal causes
falling forwards and outwards, which corresponds to destruc-
tion of anterior part of middle lobe; section of postorior canal
causes tendency to rotate backwards round a transverse axis,
as occurs in section of posterior part of middle lobe; section of
horizontal canal gives rise to lateral rotary displacements, as
in section of lateral cerebellar lobes.

Rotation backwards, according to Crum Brown, woulC cor-
respond to irritadtion in ampult of superior vertical canal,
rotation forwards te that of posterior canal, while the rotary
would correspond to irritation Of amplli- of horizontal canals;
section of auditory nerve gives same result as destruction of
semiircular canais; further yet, section of restiform bocies
gives same resuilt.

Froi these facts, the function of the canals, the course of
the fibres backward and the location of the centres ibr the
reflex co-ordination necessary for equilibrini in the cerebollumn
are clear.

Meynert asserts that fibres of the auditory nerve pass by
channels as yet undetermined from the corebellum to the
pedunculus cerebri, and ultimately to the cerebral cortex.

We know that movements of the head and body are accoin-
:panied by corresponding movements of the eyes, which strive
to niaintain their primary passive position with relation te
external objects. 1t is found that section of the aqueduct of
sylvius at the level of the corpora quadrigeniam, or of the floor
cf the Iburth ventricle, or of the auditory nucleus, both acus-
tici as well as destruction of both membranous labyrinths
causes disappearanice of these movements, while conversely
stiraulation of these parts is followed by bilateral associated
movements of both eyeballs, afferent impulses from the car te
centre, thence to nuclei of 3, 4, 6 nerves.

The motor fibres from the cerebellum cross in the middle
cerebellar peduncles, join the opposite pyramidal tracts, then
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cross again at lower part of medulla, so the relationship of
cerebellum is with the same side of body, while that of cere-
brum is crossed, as proved by a very interesting case of Fer-
rier's of atrophy of the right lobe of the cerebellumi, secondary
to destruction of anterior motor region of lt corebral hemis-
phere, the pyramidal tract had undergone secondary degener-
ation, and with it the riglt middle cerebellar peduncle and
right lateral lobe of cerebellum.

The blood sapply of the labyrinth is from the basilar artory,
a branch of which enters the icatus auditorius iiteruiiis vithî
the nerve. Lt thus can be easily scen how any variations of
blood pressure may influence funetions of the nerve deleteii-
ously. The venous outlet is into the petrosal sinus Ibr the
vestibule, through the acqueductus vestibuli.

This acqueduet also contains the ductus endolymphaticus,
the walls of which are supposed to secrete the endolymph:
hence any venous congestion in this osseous canal imist act
injuriously by compressing the duct itself or hyper-exudation.

The perilymph oscapes froi the car by the aqueductus
cochlea into the fossa jugularis along with the vein from the
cochlea which opens into the bulb of the jugular vein.

The endolymrph reaches the subaraehnoid space of the brain
through the sheati of the nervus acusticus. Hlence an intro-
cranial tumour or other cause of increased intra-cranial pres-
sure can injuriously affect hearing and equilibrium, although
no direct implication of the cerebellar centre exists, aust as in
optie neuritis, cither by descendinug inflainnation or iicrease
of fiuid in sheath.

A geod example of the effects of hyperemia it the following:
J. B., aged 56. A few days befbre I saw him was goiîg

off fishing ; it was a very hot day; lie had to run part of the
way to the station; he bought b is ticket, and on bending clown
to pick up his basket ho suddenly became very giddy and had
just time to grasp a seat to prevent himscif froi lhiling
immediately noted loud noises in left car and marked deaf-
ness. Ho had been deaf in right ear for many years.

When I saw him the giddiness had disappeared, although it
had lasted for two days.

His hearing improved slightly under treatment anid the tinl-
nitus diminished.
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Here the disturbance of hcaring was not profound enough,
nor the other symptomns severe enough for hemorrhage.

A very pretty example of the eflect of anomia on the mid-
die car caiie under my notice .juîst before leaving England.

Hannah M., aged 40; married; was confined six weeks be-
fore f saw lier; complaiied of giddiness, tinnitus and deafness
whenever she is ereet, these symptoms disappearing alnost
entirely on her assuming the horizontal posture. The woman
was very anoemic, and gtve a history of the same symptoms
oecurring with threce previous labours.

Woakes considers that the inflerior cervical ganglion of the
sympathetic is at the bottom of muich of the tinnitus, vertigo
aind nausca, as it controls the vertebral arteries and labyrinth-
ine circulation, so determining aural symptoms, and by its
conrrection' with the vagus, causes the gastrie symptoms.
lie bases his tierapeutic treatment on the fact that this gang-
lion is funcîetionally eressed by quinine and tobacco and
stimulated by hydrobi ormic acid.

I miglt mention here that Ferrier holds there is direct com-
inunication between cerebellum and the viscera by the direct
cerebollar tracts, which connect with Clarke's vesicular
columins, and, as Gaskill has pointed out, Ciarke's columns are
confined to those regions of the central nervous systen, whici
give oigin to the rami viscerales.

Aural vertigo froi mîiddle car lesions are frequent; in al]
there is ankylosis of the stapes or obliteration of the round
windows. Now these feunestî'r act as safety valves. Hence
in ankylosis or obliteration of them any movernent, even vibra-
tory, of the labyrinth gives an injurious shock, and giddiness
ensues.

We nust aiiso note the state of reflex hyper-exeifability of
the acoustic nîerve, due to the repetition of local and functional
irritations.

Vertigo is commoi from irritation, foreign bodies, wax, &c.,
in meatus, not generally excessive, and disappears witi re-
Moval of cause.

Vertigo with the accompanying nausea tinnitus, deafness
i5mflore intense if cause is in middle car. Syncope sometimes
occursi if nausea is excessive, but loss of consciousness extremely
rare, so differs from apoplexy and epilepsy.
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Finally, just a word as to the abuse of the term Meniêre's
disease, which has been indiscriminately applied to all forms
of aural vertigo.

Only vertigo of labyrinthine origin associated with profound
deafness, which is permanent, the onset acute in a previously
heaithy ear, these and only these symptons are characteristie
of 3Meniere's disease.

All forms of aural vertigo, according to Burnett, are
paroxysmal, excepting those due to a foreign body in the outer
car pressing on the drum, or to a tumour on or in acoustic
nerve.

I will close by giving a few notes of a rare case vhich came
under my charge during my last year at the Royal Edinburgh
Infirmary.

J. MCK., aged 63; three years before I saw hIim< 'vas att a
voluinteer review, slipped, fell and struck the back of his hend
was unconscions for fiftecn hours; had a nasty scalp wound on
back of lcad, thrce inches by half au inch ; just after accident
blood escaped from both cars and the next day fron the
pharynx. On regaining consciousness wvas very deaf, his
deafness becoming more profornd until in ton days he was
stone deaf. On attempting to rise he was so giddy thathohad
to give up the attompt. This symptom gradually diminished.
When I saw him, three years later, lie was stone deaf, his
voice lad the monotonous intonation peculiar to the absolutly
deaf. He was very unsteady in his gait, with a tendency to
fatl backwards. Iis mind was clear and muscuilarity good;
special senses normal, except hearing. On trying his senseof
rotation it was found to be entirely gone. He could not deteet
the direction in which ho was rotated, nor did it give rise to any
senso of vertigo. le could not walk along a line foot over
foot; bis balance very easily lost, a slightpush sending him over.

Here was a fracture of the base, involving both labyrinths.
The eyes and sense of touch had assumed the duties of the
semicircular canais, although imperfectly.

In this paper I have only referred to the tactile factor, hav-
ing, as I mentioned at the boginning, dealt with vertigo,
mainly from the ocular and labyrinthine standpoint.

As a last word, I may just mention the course of the sensory
afferent fibres through the posterior column, through the
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olivary and restiform bodies to the cerebellum. Bechtereus
section of the olivary bodies produced disturbances of equili-
brium.

QUARTERLY RETROSPECT OF SJRGE RY

13Y FuAXCIS J. SIIEPHERD, M.D., C.M., M.R.C.S., Exo.

Surgeon to the Montrel GenraI IIospitati Pruîfos;or of Anatomy and Lecturer on
0,îerativc, Sitrgcry. À%dc(xill Ufflversity.

The Treatment of Serofulous Glazds.-Witlh the advent of
aseptic surgery and improved surgical methods, the treatment
of scrofhlous glands lias undergone a great change. Where for-
merly glands were left to nature to efrect a cure, they are now
removed hefore they have broken down and before the surround-
ing tissues are infiltrated with inflammatory products. Formerly
the discase lasted for years, ugly sinuses continued discharging,
and the scars left were most unsightly. Now, even if sinuses exist,
they are opened up, the remains of the altered glands tissue,
which is their cause, scraped out with sharp spoons, and the
result as a rule is most favorable. Still, in some cases, when
the general health of the patient is poor, and where glands
rapidly break down, favorable results do not always follow, the
infection spreads from gland to gland, and unless the operation
be most complete and radical, the last condition of the patient is
worse than the first. Of late much attention has been directed
to this subject.

There are still surgeons who support the let alone treat-
ment, others favor erasion, vhile others again say that
the knife is the only method whereby the disease may be entirely
and permanently got rid of.

Mr. Fred Treves formerly advocated cautery punc-
ture and rest by means of a stiff neck splint ; now he
has discarded the cautery puncture, and resorts entirely
to the knife when practicable, using the short spoon for the
treatment of old sinuses and cavities, which, of course, cannot be
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excised. The cautery puncture lie lias entircly discarded, ex.
cept to open suppurating glands (Lancet, Sept. 21, 1889). It
is iost important to renember wyhen speaking of the surgical
treatment of tuberculous glands of the neck, that so slight an
operation as erasion and scrapiig out of a gland may be followed
by a general infection. Not a few surgeons who have treated
scrofulous glands of the neck will be able to record cases of the
kind. It is also well to remeinber that sone cases of tuberculoiis
disease of the glands cannot be treated to a successfuil conclusion
by surgical mcthods alone. In some cases the gencral systemn
nust be improved by hygvienic means, good food, sea air, &c.

Drugs seeni to have but little effect, though muany practitioners
scem to rely alhnost entirely on syrup of the iodide of iron.
Whilst treating the glands it is well to look at the original cause,
such as a tonsillitis, carious tecth, eczema, nasal trouble, &c.

In the Lancet for Septenber 28th and October 5th, Mr. W.
Knight Treves has an excellent article on the " .Diaynosis and
Treatment of Scroftlous Glands." After giving the diagnostic
points between simple adenitis, lymphadenoma and serofulous

glands, he goes on to describe the various physical conditions in
whicl scrofilous glands may b found, such as soft elastie gland
growth without inflamnatory action, hard glands with degener-
ated tissue, generally caseous ; suppurating glands, calcareous
degeneration, &c. They may bc movable or attached ; in fact,
scrofulous glands alford infinite variety in their form, course and
duration, no two cases being alike. Two requirements are
necessary, viz., to establish the general hcalth and to reinove
thoroughly and completely the local disease. To establish the
general health, the patient should be out in all weathers, have
the benefit of the sea air, generous diet, wino, iron, cod liver
oil, quinine, no worry or fatigue, shouldsleep in large airy rooms,
and vear liglit warm woollen underclothing. Sea bathing is also
advised. As regards drugs, Mr. Treves has no faith in ther;
he as seen perchloride of mercury in small doses produce a
temporary improvement by reducing surrounding inflammatory
deposit and no other drug has done as much. He holds that the
local disease can only be got rid of in one way, and that is by
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incehanical means. The first indication in local treatment is to
remove al] sources of local irritation, excise tonsils if enlargod,
extract decayed tecth, etc.

Local treatment to he successful must be thorough. It is a
mistake to meddle with scrofulous glands unless we cari get the
whole thing away. The knife is the only instrument with which
diseased glands car bc conpletely removed.

Mr. Treves says scooping is chiefly applicable to two condi-
tions of diseose, viz., limited superficial gland enlargemnents,
which have uniforrnly softered, and old fistulous tracts kept open
by withered caseated glands. It is also useful in scrapiig away
rotten skin, old inflamnatory deposits and clcauning up generally.
In removing glands, the skin incisions should he fre and gen-
crally over the mass. If glands are enlarged bencath the
sterno mnastoid, an anterior and 1o(sterior incision in the line of
the muscle is needd, aid sorntimes two incisions, if the glands
be adherent to the vessels. Nothing is more dangerous than
trying to extract glands through an insuflicient incision. By
perseverance, masses of cascous glands cari be separated from
vessels to which they are adhcrent. The author does not
advocate sewing ui the incisions, he prefers to koep the flaps to-
gether by sponges or antiseptic wool. Absolute rest must follow
the operation; the head must he fixed by sand-bags, and there
must be no mastication.

For years Mr. Treves lias operated on scrofulous glands,
sometimes removing as many as one hundred at a sitting, in
others excising a mass of glands so large as to threaten suffoca-
tion, and yet he lias never lost a case. He attributes this suc-
cess te never having prematurely closed the wound.

The Treatment of jSuryical Tuberculosis.-Since the dis-
covery of the bacillus of tubercle by Kocli, tuberculosis has been
classed amongst the infective diseases. The fact that certain
individuals are more predisposed to the attacks of bacillus than
others does not alter the case, for under certain conditions per-
sons not predisposed may yield to the attack of this microbe.
At the Paris Congress of 1888, strong resolutions were passed
relative to the destruction of ail flesh belonging to tuberculous
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animals, and it expressed a vish that tuberculosis be includad in
the sanitary laws of all countries in the world amongst the con-
tagions diseases, requiring special prophylactic measures.

In the human being when tuberculosis exists, it is important
to get rid of it, and so prevent a gencral infection of
the body. In the recent lectures (Lancet, .Tuly 27, 1889),
by Mr. Iloward Marsh, lie says that so long as tubercle vas re-
garded as a constitutional a lfection with local munifestations,
treatmenît was directed inainly to the constitution, as ;t was re-
garded as uscless to remove a mere local manifestation if the
ssenw iliscase were left behind. With the discovery of the

infective nature of tuberculosis and the danger of a limited
cascous dleposit being a source of total infection for distant
organs or for the whole boldy was iiliressed on surgeons, and
the expediency of the reinoval of tutbereular deposits was dis-
(issed. Now, everything was said to depend onicro-organisms,
and perhaps this doctrine was carried to greater extent than was
warranted by clinical experience. Mr. Iloward Marsli, in

speaiking f hip joint disease, does not believe in the early re-
moval of the ttbercular focus, but would linit operative inter-
ference to the openiig of abscesses, and trusts to prolonged rest
with extension and fixation and general hygienic precautious.
He gives statistics to show thiat the danger of general and dis-
tal tubercular affection from hone and joint disease lias been
exaggeratedl, and that it is known to occur in only about five

per cent. of all cases of hip ldiscase. M-. Mai-sh thinks the ten-
dency of tuhercular disease of hone is to be self-limited and to
undergo recovery, suppuration miust not be regarded as de-
structive, but as nature's method of getting rid of dead tubercul-
lar matter. The mortality in the operation, lie says, is twenty
per cent., whercas if the joints are left alone it is only five pier
cent. I think Mr. Marsh lias placed the mortality (20 p c.)
rather too high. In the hands of skillful antiseptic mon it is

certainly not, as far as ny experience goes, as great as one in

five. If we lolid these tubercular processes to be due to a distinct
micro-organism and that they are infective, it seems to be more
logical to reinove the focus of infection than to wait for nature to
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effect a cure. Tle utility of operative interference in cases
wliere patients cannot afford a prolorged treatment (such cases
as those seeni in hospital practice), in my opinion does not admit
of a doubt. li knce joint affletionîs and afflections of' the anikle,
dhe resilts of operative interference have been brilliarit. Or
course, we must bear ini mind that the later the case is left the
more serious is the operatioi nccessary for the renoval of the
disease ail the greater the after deorrmity.

[iimlier'liate an7d mlemiote lJiesulie of Operations for Local
Tiuiierenu/a'r Iiueue.-At the remcet Congress of French Sur-
geonmms, ebid in Paris duîriig )October last (Le &maie MPi..
ca/r), i. (uyon read a paper on the above subject. lie re-
corded tlree cases of tublîercular discase of the bldder oni whichi
he had operated. Oae ptient had suiffered froin vesial tuber-
cumlar disease for two years. After operation lie made a good
recovery, amid lias bad no recurrence. J'lie second case opetr-
ated on in April, 1887, died two years atter, in July, 1889, of
stippirative nephritis ; at the autopsy the left kidncey was coin-

pletely destroyed and the right waL deeply involved, but no
tubercular growths could be fouind. The third case was oper-
ated on in 1888 for vesical minschief, dating back nine months
his kideriys were evidently diseased, but, as the patient had

pmainui1fil ieturition as nary as 100 times during the night, ho
decided to operate. le operated by the supra-pubie method,
scraped and cauterizel the ulcer, and greatly relieved the
symptoms, so that the patient lived in conflort fur a year after-
wards. At the autopsy there was not the slightest trace of any
retuirri of the tubercular matter. Dr. Guyon said lie thought
tie supra-pubic operation was mucli the safer. 'Tlie only case
cured was tie first, but he believes that lie would have cuired
the others hadi not the kidiey lesion existed. Tubercuilar dis-
ease of the bladder has a very superficial origin (in the mucous
membrane) and scraping and application of cautery remnoves

completely the discase.

Tte Treatment of Erysipelas.-According te the Therapeu-
tische Monat8ch, Sept. 1889, the t.reatmenut of erysipelas by
germicides is growing in favor. Carbolie acid is too irritating.

ICETROsPECT 0V2sliEY~lR iEUn.
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Koch, of Vienna, uses ereolin, his formula is one part of creolin,
four of iodoform and ten of lanolin. This is spread on the
crysilpelatous area, and an inch or two beyond its bounidaries,
and covered with gutta percha tissue. The theory is that iodine
is set frec in the combination, and that it, as well as crcolie,
acts as a germicide ; the results appear to be good.-( Fienna
Elin. VocL., 1889, No. 27.")

Mechan ical Treatment of Erysipelas.-r. Willers, in an
article lately publisied ( WViener Klin. WVoch., June 6t, 1889)
reports two cases in which the mechanical treatmnîct was unsue-
cessful, and three in which it was successful. 1[is treatment is
to outline the area 0f the disease witlh strips of sticking plaster.
IIe lias found that the disease vill niot pass over these liiits.
Care should be taken that the strips be closely applied to the
skin and the liair should he shaven froi the skin. fu facial
erysipelas it is advisable to shave over the scalp. Iu a case
of erysipelas following ulcer of the arn 7 strips of plaster were
placed about the wrist, and as the axillary glands secmed already
affected, the second strip was placed over the shoulder and
along the sides of the thorax, and the limits were completed by
a third strip at the waist. The disease progressed, accompanied
by fever, until it reached the sticking plaster, but went no fur-
ther, the fever ceased and rapid healing followed. Another case
of erysipelas following ulcer of the leg. The bands of plaster
were placed around the thigh. The disease quickly extended to
the first band, and a very slight inflammation extended beyond
it, but did not reach the second band ; fever now disappeared,
and the ulcer healed. The third case was one of facial cry.sip-
elas. A strip of plaster around the neck quickly checked the
progress of the disease. The two unsuccessfui cases consisted of
one of gangrenous erysipelas of the thigh and pelvis, death in
twenty-four hours; and a case of erysipelas of the chest, follow-
ing an operation for empyema, death in three days. In the
same journal for June 14th, Wölflers records seven additional
cases, all of which resulted favorably.

At a meeting of the Suffolk District Medical Society, Dr. J.
C. White said that lie could get control over erysipelas generally
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ini three days by simple treatment. f 100 cases of > 'dinaryfacial erysipelas, peraps three woubl not yicld witun thre
days hy simple antiseptic treatment. l)r. White ap-
plies, during alternate hours of te diay and evening a mild
solution of carbolic acid and alchol as a-vaporati'g
lotion. IL is mn only vCry eceptional circumstanes that thedîsease iS nuot under control or Ihas disappeared witin frty
cig holîurs, but it would astonishî him if ever~y'vestige of Uhe
disease lad not disappeared in three days. Ile 'as treatedcrysipelas mn tis way for mnany years,, and has never known it

to fa liIe speaks of ordinary cutaneous erysipelas only, nut he phlegmînaus variety. ie uses a formula f acid carholie
crystals, 5p., alcolol and water iv-,B loto Medical ar1

Suryi:al t Journal, June ith, 18g.)
In an ar-ticle on the "Surgical Trea(,uent /' Ixdr,<ipelas inCUlildren," Dr. A Sibert (NY Medic;alJlournal, Oct. 1 9th.1889), says that tot open inllamed skin by numrerous incisionsmnade all over the diseased. surfacte, and then tou co ver the partwith antiseptic lotion, bas beenu practised for some tirme witmoderate success. Su has also the injection, hypodermically, of

a - per cent. solution of acid carbolic into the lealtlîy skiî sur-rouniding~ the imflamecd part. K<raske's meithodI was the firststep iri the right dlirectior. lie made regular incisions in theborder of the erysipelas extending I theo heathy skin, and he
crossed those diagonally with others. Thie object as to give agood chance to the cocci to ge Lto tho surface and come in con-tact with the artiseptic fluid which was applied tM te skin ; the
dressing was coristantl moistened wit hie antisepti fluid for afew days. The results were excelleit. Iiedel and Lauenstein
(/JDeutscht ied. Wock, Ior Oct. 19thî, 18<89) proposcd Lo imrprove
Kraskc's rnethod by locating the incisions entirely iin the lealthytissue, about ore to two inches away from the berder cf the
erysipelas. This was te avoid possible infection oth iaseptic
tissue. This modification bas given botter resuls thari anyother method. The patients were usually put under an anms
thetic, and the whoele operation perforrned antisepticaly. Dr
Siebert has used this metIod ii three cases iri children, vith, the
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result of limiting the spread of the afrection. IIe does nîot put
the patient under ether, but uses the " vaccination larrow," and
so docs away with objections parents have to the omploynent of
anzesthetics.

Phqysiological oesistance of th e Periton eu.m to lin fection.-
During the past year Rinne (Archiv für Klin. Chlir., 1889)
lias made some most interesting experients in surgical path-
ology. Practically and clinically it lias been denonstrated tlat
the peritoneal cavity, under certain unknownt circuinstances, lias
the power of taking care of a vast amount of filth. Rine ias
found that large qnantities of septic naterial and pure cultures
of pyogenic bacteria were absorbed althouglh injected daily inito
the peritoneal cavity of animais, provided the peritoneal surface
was uninjured. Thie injections produced only nild symptois
in direct proportion to the quantity of septic material used, and
in no case was there more than a moderate rise of te mperattire.
The results werc very diflerent wlcn there were coincident
defects in the peritoneum exposing the sub-peritoneal tissue to
infection. Then there invariably appeared progressive suppir-
ative peritonitis going out from the infected connective tisstie,
which usually terminated fatally. The practical import of these
experiments can hardly be over-estimated. They explain wly
the escape of pus into the peritoneal cavity, fron the rupture of
a pyosalpinx, is not necessarily fatal if the tube is promptly ex-
tirpated and the wound and stump properly treated. They
point out that the incision is the point of general danger in ail
abdominal operations, and they indicate that too trreat care can-
not be exercised iii bringing accurately together the peritoneal
edges of the wound. They explaini why the removal of abdom-
inal tumors is so mucli more dangerous after adhesions have
taken place, because the resulting denuded spots offer less re-
sistance to the invasion of septic bacteria, Thiey explain the
success of those operators who disregard the dictation of scien-
tific bacteriology, and also the recovery of patients after abdom-
inal section by horned animais. They teach us to consider
cautiously the evidence presented by statisties of operators and
await the demonstration of more exact methods as to the import
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of their results. They warn tas that clinical evidence is inade-
quate to overthrow the deductions of experimental pihysiology
and pathology, anti that our time is provided with raethaods of
precision which are yet inperfectly improved. l'i resiting
and absorptive paower of Lthe peritonleurn is beyomn- thlat of anay
other serous cavity (Journal f the American Medical Anso-
ciation, Ocet. 17th, 188(,).

iS1ure~ry of thei. Liuer.-Mr. LaawsonT -it lias a very interest-
ing paper oi te above siubiiject (INdinburgh/& Medical Jouirnal,
<ctober anti Novemuaber, 1889), in whici, in his characteristic
and forcible way, la gives the history of this branci of surgery,
and details hlis owna explerience, whici consists in seveunteena

cases of exploratory inicision vith onte death; sevetteetn cases

of lepatotorny witi two deaths, arnd fifty-five cases of cholecyst-
otony witi tirce deatis-a remarkable record. Petit was the
lirst to describe tite oieration of cift>ecystotiity as naow
formed, yet his descriptiona of the operation was uanoticed for
150 years uitil Marion Sims put it into actual practice in 1878.
The resuit in this case was fatal. in 1879 Mr. Tait successfully
performred the operation oi a womzanra aged 40. The patient
is still alive. Of the fifty-five cases performraed by hima, fifty-
two ivere successful, one orlld woiai died cof a suffocative catai rh
soie weeks after the wourad was healed, Lwo others died of
caracer of the liver, whicla was, in all probability, the cause of
the distended gall bladder, for ro gll stones were found.
Ira not a single instance did a patient die from the operation.
Ail the othaer patients, wiita onle exception, were in perfect
lacalth at the time the article was writter. Mr. Tait's mnethod
of perforninag the operation of ciolecystotomay is well knaown.
lie stitches the disterdced bladder to the abdominal wournd and
thent incises it, evacuates the fluid, and remaoves the stonies,
leaving a drainage tube ina the- ga1ll bladder. lie conadenrrs
the practice advocated by Sir Spencer Wells, of operairg the

gall bladder, removinag the calculi, and tLien clo sirg the
wound in the gall-bladder by continuous suture without attach-
ing it to the abdominal wall. As far as Mr. Tait knows, the
method bas been fatal in every instance where it has been tried.
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Mr. Tait says it is generally supposed that gall stones form in

the gall bladder, but this is not truc, for the nuclei of gall-stones
are found in the streais of bile as they flow through the sub-
stance of the liver. In fact lie lias cut gall-stones out of
abscesses in the substance of the liver. Gall-stone is not a dis-
ease of the gall-bladder at all. Mr. Tait says that if this be true
there is no justification for the removal of the gall-bladder, ex-
cept in cases where it is greatly thickened and suppurating, and
that these are the very cases vhere it is an impossible operation.
The one argument against cholecystotomy, viz., that biliary fistulh
remain occasionally and permanently, is an argument of much
greater force against the removal of the gall-bladder, and the
go-called operation of cholecystectomy, for such a fistula, after
cholecystotomy, must be due to the fact that the operation had
been performed at a time wlien a gall-stone or gall-stones had
become impacted in the common duct. In several of such cases
Mr. Tait has crushed this obstructing gall-stone, and has thus
succeeded in clearing the common duct. In one case (the ex-
ception alluded to above) he succeeded in crushing one stone.
At the post-mortem held seven years after, both cystic and
common ducts were found obstructed from one end to the other,
and the result was the patient liad a permanent fistula. She
lived comfortably four or five years, and finally died of phthisis.
In such a case the removal of the gall-bladder would have been
the very worst proceeding possible.

Mr. Mayo Robson lias recently been successful in making a
connection between the gall-bladder and adjacent coil of intes-
tine, and in this way the trouble of a biliary fistula was avoided.
However, most of these cases may be avoided by the operation
of cholelithotrity, that is, make a fresh opening in the abdomen
and crush the stone outside the walls of the duct by means of
padded forceps.

Tait divides gall-stones into two varieties, viz ," solitary " gall
stones and "numerous" gall stones. The "solitary" is not
always quite solitary, but it lias rarely more than one companion.
The "numerous" gall-stones are practically indefinite in number,
are usually uniform and not of large size. Several interesting
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cases are detailed. In one the abdomen was opened for a sup-
posed par-ovarian cyst. The cyst was opened and found to be a
distended gall-bladder ; the opening was enlarged, the hand in-
troduced, and a large gall-stone, which was imparted in the neck
of the bladder, removed ; the opening in the gall-bladder was
stitched to the abdominal walls, and a drainage tube inserted;
bile began to flow on the morning of the third day. The woman
made a perfect recovery.

Disappearance of Tanours after Erploratory Incision.-In
the second article on the surgery of the liver, Mr. Tait begins
by saying that there are certain diseases, in some instances un-
knowi, whicli seem to yield to surgical treatment applied to them

by accident. lie says that le bas, on more than one occasion,
drawzn attention to the astonishirig disappearance of tumours,
often of large size, after a mere exploratory incision. The ab-
solute silence with vhich these statements have been received
by the profession has surprised Mr. Tair. They are true
enough, and the experience of others in the future will sub-

stantiate them. The cases in which he bas seen tumours dis-

appear in this way are chiefly cases of diseases of the liver,
spleen and head of the pancreas. He has seen others where the
exact site of the origin of the growths could not be accurately
ascertained. Mr. Tait is satisfied, from the number of these
cases seen by him, that the disappearance is not a more co-inci-
derice; he is convinced that the mere opening of the peritoneal
cavity lias a direct influence in setting up the process of absorp-
tion of the tuinour, and this conviction bas increased his con-
fidence in the principle of exploration. That some physiological
change is at once set up by opening the peritoneal cavity is
clearly indicated by the uniform onset of a most distressing
thirst, which lasts for days, and is not seen so markedly after
any other operation. In operations down to the serous cavity
this thirst does not occur, but let the serous cavity be opened
but a finger's breadth and the result is -marked.

A number of remarkable cases of exploratory incision for
tumours, &c., of the abdomen are narrated, in which the tumours
disappeared, although apparently of a malignant nature, One
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very remarkable case was that of a lady aged 54, who vas the
subject of symptoms strongly pointing to the possibility of gall-
stones ; Mr. Tait's own impression, however, was that she was
suflering frem cancer of the liver. An exploratory incision ivas
made ; the liver was found scattered with large harrl nodules,
one of which closely imitated the lump which had led to the
diagnosis of distended gall bladder. No doubt ivas expressed
at the time of operation that this w-as a case of cancer of the
liver. At all events, the patient was cured and is at the present
time perfectly well.

Four times Mr. Tait has openied the abdomen for the purpose
of removing enlarged spleens, and in every case lie lias been
deterred from proceeding with the operation by reason of the
hopelessness of the outlook for the patient. Strange to say, in
three of the four cases the tumour lias disappeared, and they
are now in perfect health. The fourth succumbed to the explor-
atory incision.

In another case he explored a tuinour which apl)eared to be
in the position of the head of the pancreas, in a lady who had
becorme much emaciated, and vas supposed to be suffering from
cancer. The exploratory incision resulted in the complete dis-
appearance of the tumour in five or six weeks, and restoration to
former state of health.

Abscesses and Hydatids of the Liver.-Mr. Tait tlinks
modern surgery is to be congratulated upon the distinct advance
it lias made in the treatment of abscesses of the liver, and
hydatid tumours of that organ. Mr. Tait lias on seventeen occa-
sions deliberately attacked these two diseases by abdominal
section, and in lifteen cases he was completely successful. He
was the first to remove hydatid turaour by opening the tissue of
the liver, and reports his first case operated on in 1879. The

patient recovered without a bad symptom. -lis method is to
incise the liver and stitch its cdges to the abdominal wound and
put in a drainage tube.

Mr. Tait is perfectly sure that there are two varieties of
hydatid cysts. The more common is the large single cyst,
formed of gelatinous layers easily stripped from one another, the
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fluid is limpid and frce ; these are the cysts that are sometimes
cured by tapping. The other variety is the multiple variety,
where the cysts are numerous, and vary in size from a pin's point
to that of a cocoanut ; they lie packed together in a cavity of the
liver, which is not lined by a sac, and in the wall of each of
these cysts there are fastened to the base enormous numbers of
scolices of another tape worm. In this class of cases the liver
ruptures and the hydatids are poured ont loose into the cavity
of the peritoneum, and then they penetrate the tissues in all
directions.

When the author first attacked the liver by surgical opera-
tion he was in terror of hemorrhage, for he thought that if an
incision opened a large sinus, the arrest of hemorrhage would be
a matter of considerable difficulty, but he once, while perform-
ing ovariotomy, accidentally tore the edge of the liver and free
hemorrhage took place, ivhich was immediately checked by the
application of a small piece of solid perchloride of iron. In
another case where ho incised a large sinus in the liver, he
passed a thread down one side of it and up the other, and tied
the sinus, thus completely and easily arresting the hemorrhage.

In his operation upon abscesses of the liver all the cases have
recovered, with one exception. le treats these cases of abscess
like any other cyst. Ie sutures the edges of the liver to the
abdominal wound and drains ; the stitches always hold well,
and ho thinks there is no noed of procuring adhesion between
the peritoneal surface of the abdominal wall and the wall surface
of the liver, and that operations may be done at one sitting
with as great roadiness upon the liver as upon any other organ
in the abdomen.

Lunbar (Jholecystotomy.-In the last volume of The Trans-
actions of the American SuLrgical Association, Dr. Mears, of
Philadelphia, reports the case of a woman, aged 29, who was
admitted to the hospital for the operation of nephrorraphy, or
fixation of the kidncy. She had a rounded tumor about the size
of the kidney lying a little to the right of the median line at the
junction of the hypogastric and umbilical regions. The tumor
was freely movable in all directions. A vertical lunmbar incision
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was made, the right kidney exposed, its capsule divided and
stitched to the edge of the wound. The tumor was uninfluenced
by this procedure. In pressing it towards the loin it was made to
bulgze in the wound covered by peritoneum ; the peritoneum was
divided, when the tumor was found to be a distended gall-
bladder. The fundus was incised and a gall-stone was found in
the cystic duct. As it was impossible to extract it, it vas
crushed in situ and the fragments pushed on into the intestines.
The patient made a perfect recovery. The case is interesting
rather as a warning than as a guide.

Surgery qf the Gall Bladder.-At the 18th Snrgical Con-
gress, held in Berlin, June lst, 1889, Prof. Cred6, of Dresdin,
spoke on this subject. lis observations were based on five
cases. All had suffered from gall-stones for years. In case 1
no tumour could be felt, but in others the swelling was evident.
In cases wherc there was degeneration of the gall bladder, and
there was no chance of restoring the function of the gall-bladder,
extirpation was demanded. le had removed the gall-bladder
successfully in one case. In the discussion which followed, some
surgeons who had extirpated the gall-bladder stated that a bile
fistula persisted. Langenbuch had extirpated the gall-
bladder 24 times. The more experience lie had, the more need
lie felt of collecting further information. Cholecystotomy was
an operation that well deserved recognition, although its results
were not so favorable as represented. Out of 75 cases of oper-
ation there had been two relapses, Il deaths, and 16 cases of
fistula. le himself had only lost two out of 22 cases. In cases
in which he found the common duct filled with calculi, lie would
not operate at all, or with the greatest caution.

At a meeting of the Clinical Society of London, held October
25th, 1889, Mr. Mayo Robson, of Leeds, conmunicated a paper
on 15 cases of cholecystotomy vhich lie had performed, eleven
were for gali-stones, one for empyema of the gall bladder, two
for distended gall-bladder, due in one case to cancer of the head
of the pancreas, and the other to cancer of the bile duct. All
the patients operated on for gall-stones recovered. The case of
cancer of the head of the pancreas died on the eighth day. Mr.
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Robson spoke of the difficulty of operation in those cases where
the gali-bladder was shrunken, and where it could not be at-
tached to the abdominal wall. In one case he sutured a piece
of omentum, on the one hand to the gall-bladder, and on the
other to the parietal peritoneum, thus shutting off the general
peritoneal cavity. This method of omental grafting was sugges-
ted by the operations of Dr. Senn.

Mr. Robson said that, ivith due care, he thought the opera-
tion of clolecystotomy was attended with comparatively little
danger, provided there was no malignant discase.

Mr. Knowsley Thornton said it vas not always easy to dis-
tinguish between a distended gall-bladder and a tumor of the
kidney, and cases where there were thick adhesions around the
gail-bladder, with suppuration, were difficult to diagnose. If
the gall-bladder was distinct, the operation was easy. If the
stone lad passed into the cystic duct, the operation was difficult.
It was a good plan in such cases to break up the stone by
needling it. In one case lie iad slit up the common duct, re-
moved the store, then stitched up the duct; the'patient recov-
ered. Ic considered artificial connection of the gall-bladder
with the intestine a radically wrong procedure, inasmuch as
the opening in the bowel wall was likely soon to close.

Mr. Thornton agrees with the German surgeons and, notwith-
standing the opinion of Mr. Tait, thinks that cholecystectomy is
the operation of the future. It causes no more risk to the
patient and effectually prevents another stone from blocking
up the cystic duct.

Mr. Barker mentioned a case where lie had operated and had
only found a distended gall-bladder with some hardening of the
head of the pancreas ; he had closed the wound, and the patient
was quickly better and recovered perfectly.

Sir Joseph Lister's New Antiseptic Dressing.-At a meet-
ing of the Medical Society of London, héld November 4th, 1889,
Sir Joseph Lister delivered an important address on a new anti-
septie dressing (Lancet, Nov. 9th and 16th, 1889). The author
described his laborious and painstaking search for a new and
more reliable surgical dressing. The address is characteristic
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of the man, and the story it tells is a revelation of scientifie
acumen, perseverance and minute attention to detail, which are
required for such work ; it also displays a wide and practical
knowledge of chemistry. This subject has engaged the illustrious
surgeon during the last five years, the last report he made was
about his bi-chloride of mercury, when he showed that it formed
a compound with mercury, which wyas soluble in blood serum, and
he brought forward a scrum sublimate gauze. This not proving
entirely satisfactory, Sir Joseph souglit for new agents, and
experimented with the double chloride of ammonium and mer-
cury, called sal alembroth. This was a good antiseptic, and less
irritating than bi-chloride, but again objections cropped up, for
the compound was soluble not only in~water, but in serum, so
another series of experiments was made with cyanide of
mercury. This was found higi as to inhibitory, but low in germi-
cidal, power; itwas also irritating and very soluble. The double
cyanides were next tried. . Mr. Martindale suggested one of
the insoluble double cyanides of mercury and zinc, and this
compound has proved superior to all substances hitherto used.
There are several of these double cyanid es ; there seems to be
some doubt as to the precise compound which exists in the pre-
paration of cyanide of mercury and zinc, but it is certain that
the mercury in it is an important, thouglh not in quantity a
large, factor. The very ingenious method by which, after
many trials, the substance was incorporated with starcb, with
which it forms a kind of combination whereby it can be affixed
to gauze so neatly that in the dry state it does not dust off and
in the wet state it does not wash away. Sir Joseph looks upon
the gauze as a perfect success ; it is antiseptie, porous, permanent
and non-irritating. The double cyanide of zinc and mercury
was not at first successful, and some early difficulties caused it
to be abandoned. Then iodide of mercury was tried, because
it was an antiseptic and sparingly soluble in water. It is moro
soluble in blood serum, but then it is very irritating, and
difficult to fix in the gauze; the latter objection was removed by
the starch, then used for the first time. Here, as with the
double cyanide, a loose kind of molecular combination seems to
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take place and the iodide does not dust off, but the experiment
was not satisfactory so lie went back to the double cyanides.

In wounds about the hcad or hairy parts, the cyanide mois-
tened with a weak solution of corrosive sublimate may bc rubbed
into the hairy parts, when it wil] convert the lairs into an anti-
septic dressing. In conclusion, the author says that there are
those who still believe that the use of antiseptic substances in
surgical practice is always useless, if not injurious. The
germ theory of septic diseases is indecd now happily estab-
lished incontrovertibly. All now admit that septic mischief in
our wounds depends on the development of micro-organisms in
them derived from without. But the gentlemen to whom Sir
Joseph refers are disposed to trust everything to the antiseptic
powers of human tissues. Sir Josephi was the first to direct
attention to the antiseptic properties of living structures ; with-
out it surgery in former days would have been absolutely im-
possible. Still lie knows too well from experience that it cannot
always be trusted, and that the use of antiseptic adjuncts is in
the highest degree important. He again says, "I have the
satisfaction of knowing that there is among you a constantly
increasing number who, when they have operated on unbroken
skin with a fair field around for the application of their dressings,
if they sec septic inflammation occurring in the wound with its
attendant dangers, know that it is their fault or the fault of the
antiseptic dressings at their disposai. To those among you
who are impressed with this conviction, I offer the dressing
which I have described as the most satisfactory that I have
hitherto met with."

Te Construction of a New Bladder after Excision.-At
the Surgical Congress recently held at Bologna, Professor G.
Tizzoni, of the University of Bologna, and A. Poggi, gave an
account of some experiments they had made on dogs, witlh a
view of ascertaining whether the bladder could be removed and
an efficient substitute constructed by operation. First of all
laparotony was performed, and a loop of small intestine about
7 centimetres in length, with its mesentery attached, was iso-
lated by t'vo transverse cuts, wîashed out with a carbolized
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solution and tied at both ends, one extremity being fixed in
front of the neck of the bladder. The two ends of the divided
gut were then stitched accurately together by circular sutures.
The dog soon recovered from the operation, and a month later
the second stage of the operation was performed. The ureters
were separated from the bladder and the latter was completely
removed. Tjlhe loop of intestine destined to be the new bladder
was then cut across at the lower end and then stitched to the
neck of the bladder. The ureters were then turned into the
artificial bladder. A slender elastic drainage tube was placed
in the urethra to carry off the urine during the first few days. The
animal recovered perfectly, and gradually acquired control over
its new bladder, and when shown to the congress two months
later showed no signs of incontinence. The operation lias been
repeated with success on several animals, and Drs. Tizzoni and
Poggi arc hopeful it may be applicable to the human subject.-
(London Medical Recorder).

Trepltini.g the Sacro-Rliac Joint.--Mr. Mayo Collier,
(Lancet, Oct. 19, 1889), reports a case of sacro-iliac disease
successfully treated by trephining. Th'lie case was a lady aged
34, who had suffered for some four years from pains in and
about the right hip and lameness. She was treated for ovarian
irritation by massage, etc. Mr. Collier diagnosed the affection;
the patient had-a tuberculous family history ; pain was con-
plained of on walking or sitting on right tuber ischii, pain on
coughing, on deep iliac pressure, and when the ilia were pressed
together ; pain was also marked on pressing immediately over
the joint behin d. Thomas' splint did not relieve the case, so
Mr. Collier decided to trephine the joint from outside. A
curved incision eight inches long parallel with and an inch
below the posterior third of the crest of the ilium and descend-
ing vertically over the joint, exposed the bone sufficiently. The
bone was next denuded vith the elevator, and now was seen to
be distinctly swollen and inflamed. A line being drawn from
the anterior superior spinous process to the posterior, twO
inches were measured from this posteriorly. The pin of the
trephine vas placed on the line so that the edge of the circle
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should be on the two inch line. The joint was rapidly penetrated.
It was found denude.d of cartilage and- the bone was eroded.
The diseased structures were removed with gouge and mallet
and the joint swabbed with chloride of zinc (40 grs. to the
ounce) ; a large drain was introduced. The patient rapidly
recovered and in six months was able to return to her home in
South Africa.

Healing of Aseptic Bone Oavities.-Dr. N. Senn, (Anerican
Journal of the Medical Sciencekr, September, 1889), has a most
interesting article on the healing of bonc cavities. Neuber,
of Kiel, some years ago introduced a method of implantation of
skin flaps, after chiselling or gouging the bone sufficiently to
allow the sôft parts to bo brou'ght into contact with the loor of
the cavity. These flaps were fastened securely into position
with bone nails and in many cases primary union resulted.
Schede and others also attempted to secure healing under
aseptic moist bloodelot, and good results have been obtained,
but also there have been many failures. Dr. Senn substitutes
for the bloodelot aseptic decalcified bone chips ; they are
absorbable, firm, and forin a good scaffold upon which granu-
lations can be supporter]. Ie made a number of experiuents
on dogs before applying the method to man. The results have
been apparently satisfactory. In operations on the skull he
fits an aseptic bon e-disk into the trephine opening ; this arrests
hemorrhage from the bone and prevents adhesions between
the dura mater and external parts, it is gradually absorbed,
a mass of granulations takes it place, and the defect is closed by
dense cicatricial tissue or by bone. The disk is perforated for
the purpose of drainage and to allow the granulations to pene-
trate easily. For the healing of bone cavities, chips of decalci-
fied bone are used, after thorough disinfection of the cavity and
dusting the bone chips and cavity with iodoform, the decalcified
bone is rendered thoroughly aseptic and antiseptic by keeping it
immersed in sublimate alchohol (1.500). The wound is com-
pletely closed with the exception of the lower angle where a
capillary drain of a few threads of catgut is introduced,
Rapid healing takes place in one or two dressings, witli entire
restoration of the continuity of the bone.
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His conclusions are,-
(1). Antiseptie decalcified bone is the best substitute for

living bone grafts in the restoration of a loss of substance in
bone.

(2). Implantation of a boue disk into a trephine liole may
be relied on as a lemostatic measure in arresting h eiorrhage
from the vessels of the diploe, and is a good temporary substi-
tute for the lost portion of cranium.

(3). The packing of an aseptic boue cavity with antiseptic
boue chips guards against unnecessary loss of blood and prevents
infection by pus microbes.

(4). Capilliary drainage should be established after implan-
tation to remove the accumulation of more blood in the wotund
than is nccessary to form a temporary cenent between the bone
chips and surrounding tissues.

(5). Packing by boue chips acts as an antiseptic tampon.
6). Secondary implantation eau be successfully carried ont

in treating a suppurating boue cavity after suppuration lias
ceased, and the cavity can be transformed into the same favour-
able conditions for healing as an aseptic wound.
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first four days, and neither antipyrin nor antifebrin had any
effect vhatever. After the first veek in hospital the fever
abated. There were three distinct rigors on the twentieth
day, for vhich nîo cause could be found. The patient
oventually recovered.

Meteoris.-In the case of a strong man of thirty, who was
brought to the hospital in about the middle of the fever,
delirium haviiig been very severe before admission, ineteorism
developed to an extraordinary degree. The abdomen became
greatly distended, and brouglt sucb pressure upon the clest
a1s to increase the respirations to 56 and to displace the heart
and liver. Tie passage of a long rubber tube brouight away a
quanîtity of' gas and gave teiporary relief. We found it agood

plan to leave the long tube ini the bowel. liowever, wC
failed to avert the fital result. Tlic auitopsy showed that death
was the result of typloid fever withouît any perforation or
peritonitis.

Delirium Ferox.- A Iîungarian, agedt 35, was brouglt to hos-
pital in a state of wild delirium, and bceamîe so uinmaa:îgeable
thlat, it was neecessary to lodge him in the padded room. The
diagnosis was very doultfil, but after a few days the huigh
teiperature and the character of Che evarcuations enîalled us
to decide upon the nature of tie case. Mutrehisont mentionîsjust
such another case. 11e was called in to sec a Gernai gentle-
man, wlo was supposed to be nad. After four days of sliglt
malaise, which had attracted little notice, lie passed suddenly
into a state of acute' maniacal delirium, requiring two men to
hold him down in bd. He vas thought to bc suffering from
an attack of insanity, but with these symptomts thecre was
pyrexia, qniek pulse, temp. 102°, dry tongue, diarrhcea, but no0
spots.

Profuse Ras.-The case of a workman from Lachine is
notable from tlhe profuseness of the rash. Upon the chest and
abdomen the general appearance reminds one of measles. 'flic
symptoms were very severe, the system being apparently
overwhelmed by the intensity of the poison. There was decp
stupor and incontinence of urine and flueces. At the time of
death the rash was distributed over alIl the body.

Syncopal A t/acs.-A female patient, one of those froin Point
St. Cliarles, suffered in the beginning of the fever from severaîl
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attacks of f1iinting. Stimulants werc freely used and recovery
from the lever took place, though very slowly. I lost a

patient some years ago from sudden and unexpected syncope
in the course of typhoid fever. This mode of death lias beei

reported as occurring in acute pneunonia, and in diplitheria
it is a common occurrence.

ANTERIOR POLIOMYELiTiS ACUTA.

An interesting case of this disease was that of Maggie L.,
aged 14, who was admitted on the 14th July with sudden loss
of power in tie left leg. The Iainily history was somewlat
neuîrotic, a sister having ullered greatly from chorea. Six
days before admission she vas obliged to give up work, owing
to a great sense of fatigue. Tweunty-ibir hours afterwards,
after walking a short distance, heir left leg became quite

powerless. She hiad to be carried hone, and lias been unable
to walk since. There was noi) loss of consciousness and no
pain.

State on Aission.-Marked amenmia; slight pyrexia, the
eveninîg temoperature running not higher thai 1000 for the first
fev niiglits; slight headachelu and loss of appetite. There was
double vision on the day before the first attack. Pain vas
nover present. Al four limbs were enfeebled, as well as the
muscles of the back, but in a different degree. The left leg
was completely paralysed and its knee reflex abolished, but
sensation was unimpaired. The right leg could be flebly
noved, and its knee reflex was not quite absent.. Superficiai
reflexes are absent n hlth low'er extremiLies; no ankle cloinus.
At the ime of ail mission the hospital batteries were unîdergo-
ing repa'r, so Lhat ele-trical test3 could iot be applied. How-
ever, shortly afterwards il. was found Lhat there was I
reuspoiise to the thradie cuirrent and a feeble (ic to the con-
stant in ail but the left leg. The eakness extended fIroni the
left leg to the right Icg, to the left arn and hand, thon to the
right arm and hand. Lastly, the neck and back muscles be-
came affected. Thesphineters and muscles supplied by cranial
nerves were never affected.

October 7th.--The patient lias now been in hospital over two
months, and thera is considerable improvement. The anoemia
has diminished, general nutrition is improved, and the para-
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lysis bas disappeared, the change for the botter being nost
noticeable in the muscles of the back, which seem to have been
the first to recover, but in the loft leg there is no change.
There is at present no muscular atrophy, but probably this
may be deceptive, owing to the fatness of the patient.

URIE3HA.

October 9t.-There are thrce eases of ura'mia in ward 11,
each showing prominently a special feature of that condition.
On the evening of the 7th of October a man, aged apparently
about 50, was brought to the hospital by the police in a state
of profound cema. The breath vas not alcoholie. The small
quantity of urine vhich was withdrawn 'by the catheter was
heavily loaded witli albumen. Ie was well purged with
croton oil, and put into a hot air bath. Subsequently, pilocar-

pm was givei by hypodermic injection (gr. 1-6) with a very
good result. Convulsions had occurred also. In twenty-four
iours the coma had disappeared, but he was still in a very
stupid condition, unable to speak and breathing noisily, owing
to the flapping of his lips. To-day, i.e., 48 hours after admis-
sioi, there is still great mental confusion, though he is able to
say his name. At the clinic it was noticed that the respira-
tion, which had previously been noted as slow, had now a
rhthymic character, antid was inclined to be of the Clheyne-
Stokes variety.

October 10th.-Tlhe improvement was but transient, the con-
vil sions recurred with iic reased violence and death ensued.

It was confidently expected that marked ronai changes
would be found at tho autopsy, but such was not the case. NO
cause of death was found, unless the kidneys were diseasel to
an extent meroly recognizable with the microscope. The
symptoms present, the convulsions, the coma, the scanty urine
loaded with albumen, rendered any other diagnosis than that
of uramia highly improbable. The body being unclaimed, it
was injected with proservative fluid before the kidneys wore
removed, and consecquently their finer structure could not be
examinecd, but thoy werc of normal size and appearance.

What was the cause of the convulsions and the coma? 1.
There is a slight chance of its being due to early relal
changes. 2. A poison, e. g., alcohol or opium,-against this
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interpretation i the fact of his complote recovery from the
original coma and the recurrence of the convulsions.

The second case showed evidences of uromia in a milder
degrce. The patient lad had evidences of chronie Bright's
disease for bome years, dating from an acute nephritis nine
years ago, which directly followed an attack of erysipelas. At
present there are albuminuria, hyaline casts, and general
dropsy, but the Most important symptoms are the persistent
frontal headache and the attacks of vomiting to which ho is
subject.

The third case, that of a baker, aged 34, was also one of
chronie uromniia, and its principal nanifes'tation was extreme
dyspnoa. At first there was orthopna, but after a few days
treatment this subsided. There was no dropsy. The patient
for a long period had regarded himself as an asthmatie. It
was difficult to determine whether these attacks were due to
true asthma or were merely evidences of uræmia.

PRoGRESSIVE MUSCULAR A TROPI Y.

Two cases have been in hospital lately. The first ease, that
of a woman long past middle lif, illuïstrates two points in con-
nection with the etiology of the disease, its origin in fright..
and its occurrence in nembers of the sane finily. The wast-
inig began two years ago, imnmediately after she had experi-
enced a shipwreck on the Atlantic. Eight years ago shle had
been under my treatmont at the Montreal Dispcnsary for
uleeration about the knee, which wns thought to be syphilitic.
The fanily history is interesting. The fiather died froin the
etfects of an accident; the mother, an uncle and -in antl all
died of " paralytic strokes." Tvo sisters of the patient died
at the ages of 47 ani 50, having suflered froi a disease said to
be exautly :imilar to tlat of the patient.

Tie occurrence of progressive ntuscular atrophy in families
has been reported. Rocently, the following notices of this
point have fallen under my observation. In the last number
of the Revue des Sciences Médicales, Lichtheim reports tho
history of a family of four brothers, three of whom suffered
froin progressive muscular atrophy; and in the same journal
there are two other histories of fitnilies-in one two sisters
developed the disease shortly after puberty. In a history
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roported by Herringhani in Brain, the family tree, reprosenting
five generations, ishows that 19 male membors wero atrophie;
the remainder, to the number of forty-six, including ail the
women of the family, entirely escaped.

An interesting family troc will b found in a paper by Dr.
Osier in Seqguin's Archives for 1881.

The second case did not show such marked symptoms. The
wasting and the loss of power began after an illiness, which
was eharacterized by pain in the stomach and voniting. The

asting was very rapid. The patient was a street car driver,
and suffered much hardship in the spring froin the exposure
to cold and wet incidentai to his calling. He lad bein three
months ill previonsly to admission. The right arm and
shoulder first became weak, and ther e were such sensations
as pricking, tingling and formnication, and the symptoms ex-
tended te the forearm and hand. W:thin two days the left arn
and hand 'becane sinilarly atrected. In two weeks the legs
became affccted, but te a much less degrcc. There was con.
siderable pain and tcnderness on pressure in the calves of the
legs and the inner side of the thighs. The upper extreinities
are mnucli wasted, the lower less so. There is dull pain in the
arm and shoulder on both sides and exaggerated tenderness of
the muscles of the arm and forearm. The extensors of the
tingers and thumb are wasted, but there is no wrist drop.
iPatellar reflexes are normal. Fibrillar trenors are clicited by

percussion over the shoulder muscles.
After a month's residence in hospital thore was marked

inpr'ovemn.ent.
INov. 5th.--The progress of this case is suuh that a diagniesaS

of progressive nuscular atrophy cannot b ontertained. lin-
provieient is distinct. .Most pr'obably it, is a sub-acute polio-
myclitis, anid the sharpiess of the attack at lie outset rather
favours that view.

Aortic Ancurism.-In the case of a man aged 50, a lumber-
man, there are well-iarked evidences of the presence of an
aneurysm of the ascending and transverse arch. The patient
applied first te Dr. Major, the Iaryngologist, for the relief of
his hoarseness, and was by him referred to me. The left
vocal cord was paralysed. An interesting point in the
case is the presence, in a very marked degree, of the sign on1
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palpation of tracheal tugging, an evidence that the tumour is
in contact with the trachea or one of the large bronchi, and
also that consolidation of the contents of the sac bas not far
advanced. The clanging cogh aiid the dyspnea have been
much rolieved since lie began the iodide of potassium treatment.

Acute Spinal Meningitis.-Bridget M., aged 10, caught a
severe cold on the 11th of August, 1889. Hitherto she had
been in very good health. The father is a drunkard, but there
is no history of nervous disease in the family. Four days after-
wards she had refused to eat ber meals, had a severe attack of
vomiting, which was followed by constipation and severe head-
ache. For the next three or four days she vas very feverish
and was said to be delirious. She then seemed to improve
slightly, but the gait was staggering and the articulation became
thick and indistinct. The mother states that on one occasion
she observed that the child was squinting. The patient was ad-
mitted to hospital on the 21st August, when she appeared to be
in very great suffering. The body was held continually in one
position on the side, with the back stiff and the head well retrac-
ted. The abdomen was hard and scaphoid. Meningeal streaks
were readily obtained. Pressure on the legs caused great pain.
Reflex' action generally increased ; bowels very constipated,
but there is no disturbance in the function of urination ; pulse,
120-140. Respiration (20-24) is somewhat irregular at times,
bat is not of the Cheyne-Stokes character ; no dyspnoa. Dur-
ing the 85 days of illness the symptoms varied slightly. Ema-
ciation and debility increased. Pupils varied in size at different
periods. The fundus, which at first was quite normal, showed
optic neuritis a few weeks before death. There were no signs of
paralysis. Death occurred before the irritative stage was passed.
Patellar reflex disappeared as the disease advanced. There was
nc continuous vomiting, general headache or paralysis of cranial
ierves, hence it was thought that the disease was seated in the
spinal and not in the cerebral meninges.

Of the clinical features of the case, the most remarkable is
the range of temperature, which appears in rhythmic waves.
The first fifty-six days in hospital might, by the chart, be divided
into sections of four days each, and on the evening of the first

29
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day of each section the temperature ran to 1010 or 102e; then
on the three remaining days it went down to a lower degree,
until on the fourth night it was normal ; then a rise to 1020 and
a gradual fall in the next three days. The pulse was frequent
(120) during the period of elevated temperature, but fell to 90
and 100 when the temperature fell to normal.

The following abstract of the post-mortem changes is furnished
by Dr. Wyatt Johnston, pathologist of the hospital: " Emacia-
tion extreme. Cerebral ventricles are distended and contain
seven ounces of fluid. Slight turbidity and oedema of pia at base
of brain, not extending along the sylviai fissure. No lymph.
No tubercles fouiid in microscopic examination of the vessels of
the perforated spaces, arteria profunda cerebri, sylvian arteries,
or choroid plexus. No cerebral pachymeningitis, or disease of
the bones of the skull. Slight optie neuritis. A severe and
extensive pachymeningitis throughout entire spinal canal, involv-
ing sheaths of spinal nerve roots. Abundant fibrinous exudation
between dura and bones, which lias partly organized. Spinal

pia odematous. Spinal cord normal, except for slight grey de-
generation iii postero-internal tracts. Peripheral nerves (sciatic,
ant crural and brachial plexus) in both sides normal. No dis-
ease of bones of vertebral column. Localized emphysema of
left lung, with recent pneumothorax. No tubercle anywhere.
Cause of pachyineningitis not detected."

The pleumothorax, I take it, must have immediately brought
about the end, because it is unreasonable to suppose that in the
state of extreme debility in which she passed the last three
weeks of her life, she could have stood the shock of the sudden
entry of air into the pleura.

DISEASES OF THE SToMACI.

Gastric Ulce- (Oct. Slst).-A well defined case of gastric
ulcer, and two of cancer of the stomach, have lately 'been in the
wards.

The case of ulcer occurred in a young married woman,
aged 28, who entered on the 28th August, with epigastric
pain, aggravated to an intense degree by food, and relieved
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by free vomiting. The ejected matter consists of partly digest-
cd food and a quantity of sliny mucus, with here and there
streaks of blood. These symptoms have been present for the
last seven months, and are thought to result from the debility
which followed a difficult labour a year ago. There had been
one sharp attack of hSmatemesis. In the middle of the epigas-
trium there is a spot of exquisite tenderness.

She left the hospital almost free from any gastric symptoms
on the 3rd October. The treatment consisted of physical and
physiological rest, a diet of milk with soda water exclusively,
and at first a mixture of carbonate of bismuth, carbonate of soda
and tincture of belladonna. When improvement hadcwell set in,
Fowler's solution in five minim doses was administered.

Cancer of the Liver (probably) Secondary to Cancer of the
Stomachl.-F. O., carpenter, aged 55, admitted August 29th,
1889 ; no distinct family history of cancer. For some years had
been liable to slight attacks of dyspepsia, but with this exception
had enjoyed good health until four months before admission,
when lie began to suffer from pain at the epigastrium and upper
part of the abdomen, flatulent distension after food, and vomit-
ing, the latter presenting the following characters : it was not
present every day ; there were intervals of several days when lie
was entirely free from it ; the vomiting followed at a consider-
able interval after the taking of food, and the quantity ejected
at a time was stated to be as much as several pints; the vomited
matter consisted of a sour smelling, sometimes watery, sometimes
slimy fluid. On several occasions before admission it was
noticed to be of a dark brown color with a sediment (" coffee
ground"). The pain was never in any way affected by the
vomiting. The bowels have been obstinately constipated. These
symptoms increased rapidly in severity, and soon the patient lost
appetite for food and became rapidly emaciated. In June last
he first noticed that the upper part of the abdomen was promin-
ent and hard. There has never been anyjaundice nor have the
egas been at any time swollen.

On admission patient was very thin ; weighed 129 Ibs (former
'Weight 167 lbs). The skin is somewhat lemon-colouzred, but
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there is no jaundice. The liver is enlarged in tle right main-
mary line, neasuring ciglt inches, and extending quite four
inches beyond the margin of the ribs. In the niddle line the
edge of the liver reaches to within two inches of the umîbilicus.
There is marked tenderness on pressure over the liver, the sur-
face of which is snooth, but just in the upper lne a smnall nodule
can be felt. Percussion.over the left hypochondriumî gives an
unduly tympanitie note. The abdominal veins are not dilated.
Tihere is no ascites whatever. Splenie dulness is not increased.
Tongue large, flabby and coated. Suffers continuousiy froin

pain, maily in left hypogastrim, whicl is increased by food and
not relieved by vomitiiig. The attacks of voniting occur at
intervals of two or three days, and are of the characters above
mentioned. Sinice his admission there lias not becn any "cofibe-
ground" appearance of the voinitcd matters.

October 31st.-Sinice adisssion there lias heen very severe
pain in the upper part of the abdomen and recurront attacks of
vomiting. There lias not been any loss of weiglt. Tle ejected
matter does not contaii hydroclhloric acid.
• Salol Test.-Dr. England reports that lie found the salicylic

re-action in the urine two hours and a half after he lad admin-
istered twenty grains of salol by the mouth.

Cancer of the PIlorus ; Very Rapid Progres8 ; Death;
Autopsy.-Alexander E., a sailor, aged 57 ; admitted October
15th, complaining of severe abdominal pain, frequent vomniting
and obstinate constipation. I-e states that ho was in good
health antil about thee weeks before admission, when the bowols
became very constipated, and at that time lie noticed that there
was a painful lump in the opigastrium. A dose of castor oil
freely moved the bowels, and after that the lump is said to have
disappeared, but quickly to have returned. It was only fifteen
days ago that he began to vomit, and he noticed that as soon as
the vomiting set in the pain became very much worse. The
bowels moved freely for about five days after the vomiting oc-
curred, and then remained closed for the last ten days. Vomit-
ing occurs usually about four hours after food. The ejected
matter is liquid and the quantity got rid of is very great. He
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states that his usual weiglit is 150 lbs. fHis prosent weiglt is

1 21 lbs. No family history of cancer.
Emaciation is extreme ; no jaundice, but complexion is very

sallow ; sulers extrenely from pain in the epigastriumn,
whicl is narkedly proiniuert and very tender on pressure,
especially at a point about two iiches fron the umîribilienis and
oeii and a half inches fron the riddle line, where a hard nodule

can he felt. he liver is of normal dimensions in the right lobe,
but the left extends to withiin two irches of the umbilicus. The
liver surface is smooth and its edge sharply defired.

October 30t1 (37th day of illness).-Vomiting has beeni con-
tinuously prescrit and is very distressing. It occurs whenever
arything is takern inîto the stormach, and consists of a large quari-
tity of watery matter, which contains nio hydrochloric acid.
Wlen salol (20 grains) is given by the mnouth there is no cvi-
dece of the presence of salicylic acid iii the urine for six hours,
corroborating the ovidence alroady stated as to the motor insuf-
ficiency of the stomuch. The bowels are obstinately constipated,
but can with groat difficulty be made to move by castor oil and
by enemata ; tongue coated ; constant desire to take food.
Emaciation lias been very rapid, In ten days he has lost four-
teen pounds. Within the last twenty-four hours he lias been in
a moribund condition ; very delirious, evidently dying by star-
vation.

Autopsy.-" Great distension of stomach. A zone of ulcera-
tion extendirg around the entire circumnference of the pylorus.
On section the gastric wall in its entire structure is intiltrated.
with scirrhus, which lias also extended into neighboring organs,
the right kidney and supra renal capsule, the glands about
the pylorus, the retro-peritoneal and retro-thoracie glands at the
level of the diaphragm. The osophagus at the cardia and bile
ducts are slightly pressed upon by these enlargod glands. Te
growth has directly extended to the capsule of the liver benepth
the left lobe, but no secondary nodules occur in the liver sub-
stance." (Dr. Johlnston's report.)

Herpes Zoster in Connection withe Disease of the Spine.-A
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woman past middle life was admitted, complaining of pain in the
lower part of the lumbar region. No cause could be discovered
in the abdomen. but there was found a prominence of the spine
of the dorsal vertebr, in the neighborhood of which there was
very marked tenderness upon percussion. After being two days
in hospitàl, there appeared an eruption of herpes zoster, which
began at the prominent spine and ran down the side of the chest
and abdomen in the direction of the umbilicus.

Recurring Tonsillitie as an Evidence of the Rheumatic
Diathesis.-In the case of a young man who had his first attack
of rheumatism (with endocarditis) there was a history of five
distinct attacks of acute suppurative tonsillitis.

Pneumoia.-Nov. 9th, 1889. Threc cases have been in
my wards during the last week. The first of left apex pneu-
monia resolving rapidly, the second a more serious case, one of
right apex and left base, which ran a more protracted course,*
and in the third, a fatal case, the disease involved the vhole of
the left lung except the apex, and the middle lobe of the right
lung as well. The respirations were very rapid, 80 and 90 on
the day after admission. Death occurred the day after the
crisis from œdema of the lungs.. Loud mucous rales pervaded
both sides of the chest. There was throughout no expectoration.
The most interesting point in the autopsy, the discovery
that a fibrinous exudation, distinctly croupous, occupied the
trachea, in fact, a membraneous tracheitis existed. There was
commencing acute tubular nephritis on one. side. There lad
been albumen in the urine.

Cirrhosis of the Liver.-A woman aged .3 died in 24 ward
of the effects of portal obstruction. She had entered the hospi-
tal on July 20th. A history of spirit drinking ; venous stigmata;
a moderate amount of fluid in the peritonæum; extent of liver,
dulness in right mammary line, 2½ inches; the spienic dulness
had increased to four inches in the axillary line. Had suffered
from bronchitis and shortness of breath upon exertion for the
last seven years, as well as from pain in the left inguinal region.

<Dec. 5th, 1s9. The consolidation never underwent any resolition. The
patient, aged44, an alcoholie, died in the fourth veek, from the results, apparcntlY,
of the concomitant bronchitis.
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After some weeks residence in hospitals he went home, but re-
turned in a fortnight much worse. It was now noticed that at
about two inches below the costal margin a firm body could dis-
tinctly be made ont upon palpation. and this was thought to be
the edge of a large liver. Contact of the finger caused no pain.
Appetite bad ; much thirst, and latterly vomiting. Jaundice
appeared about thrce weeks before death, but was transient. A
week before death there was wandering, and at the end she was
comatose.

Autopsy.-Peritonenm contairied 380 ounces of fluid. The
liver ivas typically cirriotic (wt. 1100 grammes*). It is prob-
able tliat a quaitity of serum inust have collectei between
diaphragm and upper surface of the liver.† There is no other
explanation of the fact that the edge of the liver had been feit
not only by me, but by many of the members of the class, ex-
tending a good three inches below the ribs. The spleen was
enlarged (wt. 400 grammes'). Emphysema of the lungs and
small spots of pulmonary liemorrhage. A pedunculated ovarian
cyst, as large as a fotal head, was found at the hrim of the
pelvis. Kidneys large ; veins full.

Supposed tSylphilitic Gumma on the Gortex of the Bra-in .- A
man aged 2-5 was admitted with sore throat on. lst September,
1889, and it vas found that he was just recovering from a
chancre of the glans, and that a few weeks previously lie had
had a swelling in the groin. The primary sore made its first
appearance in July, 1889, and on the 7th October he was seized
with a " fit," which began with a twitching and up drawing of
the left angle of the mouth, and afterwards he lost consciousness
and was taken to the hospital in the ambulance, but soon dis-
charged. On the following day, while resuming bis occupation
(an hotel servant), a similar seizure took place. Recovery was
rapid, for I saw him a few minutes after the occurrence, and he
had recovered himself completely. The bystanders told me that
there was 'working" of the face, that he had suddenly turned

*Normal weiglit of liver is 1490 to 1700 grammes, and that of the spleen is 140 to
203 grammes.

t Vide Murchison on Diseases of the Liver, third edition, p. 333.
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round several times and lad fallen to the ground. There did
not appear to be any loss of consciousres.

On admission, on the 16th October, the tongue was found
recently bitten; mental functions obtuse ; severe pain on right
side of head, from the centre of forehead to as far back as the
right car, throbbing and hammerlike, and much worse at night
tenderness on pressure and great pain on percussion ; no optic
neuritis, Ordered inunctions of blue ointnent. In three days
the pain in the hcad vas nearly gone, and he was enabled to
sleep all night, but teidernoss remained some days after the
pain had disappeared. He remained in hospital until the 9th
November, and during that period thero were clonie spasms of
the right arn on several occasions, and it was once noticed that
these slight clonie spasms affected the leg. No twitching of
muscle was noticed after the 27th October.

fyvicie andà *ote of ýPooch5.

Chemistry, General, Medical and Pharmaceutical.
By JoHN ATTFIELD, F.R.S. Twelfth Edition. Phila-
delphia: Lgea Brothers & Co. 1889.

Attfield's is probably the best reference book on chemistry for
the general practitioner and druggist that is written in English.
It ii so well and favorably known that an extended notice is
scarcely necessary. This twelfth edition contains briefly the
chemistry of the British and United States pharmacies arranged
so as, at the same time, to illustrate and teach the general prin-
ciples of the science. It excludes all reference to compounds
which are as yet of interest only to the scientific chemist, but
contains more or less of the chemistry of substances recognized
officially, or in general practice as remedial agents. The present
edition contains sucli alterations and additions as the advances
in principles of chemistry and its application to pharmacy de-
mand. A new feature is a more exttended section on organic
chemistry ; these compounds are classified on the modern sys-
tom, and, like the rest of the book, are chiefly those of interest
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to the followers of nedicine and pharmacy. The volume closes
with a very comprebensive index, containing no less than nine
thousand references, which enhances greatly its value for con-
sultation in the course of business or professional practice.

A Manual of Chemistry for the Use of Medical
Students. By BROUDRETTE SYMoNDS, A M., M.D.
Philadelphia: P. Blakiston, Son & Co.

This little book is designed to contain, as the preface states,
parts of general chermistry which it is necessary for medical
students to know who are going up for the United States Gov-
ernment Medical Service or for their degrees in medicine. The
whole subject of chemistry is briefly summarized, special chap-
ters being devoted to water, air and urine, these bcing more
fully dealt with. It is a book intended to float a slow student
over the slight impediment offered by a badly conducted exami-
nation, or to be used by one who, having had a thorough training
in chemistry, wislies to refresh his memory ou the facts of
chemistry.

Notwithstanding that every one of the 150 pages of this book
is bristling with facts and figures, its utility as a manual for
medical students is very questionable from the teacher's stand-
point.

That there should be such a demand for text-books like Dr.
Symond's manual, shows something radically wrong both in the
requirements of the examiners and the method of imparting a
knowledge of chemistry in medical schools.

Medical students should be required to show at an examina.
tion that they have a sufficiently broad grasp of the science to
enable them to apply its principles and facts to the practice of
modicine and surgery, and they should be taught those theories
and useful facts in a way that tends to develop to the greatest
possible extent their powers of accurate observation, and at the
lame time to give them scientific habits of thought. Chemistry,
well taught, can do this far better than any other subject in the
students' curriculum.

As a rule, however, medical students are badly taught and
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equally badly examined in this subject, so it becomes what it
never should be, viz., a severe tax on the memory ; thc natural
result follows-cram books and hard reading before examinlation
and a lifelong blissful, ignorance of chemistry after.

Twentieth Annual Report of the State Board of
Health of Massachusetts. Boston, 1889.

The State of Massachusetts has always taken the lead in sani-
tary matters. The past efflorts of her Board of Ilealth have
yielded most valuable resuits. 'Tlie piresent volume is quite i)
to the higb standard of its prelecessors. The work of the hoard
seems to bave been -idmiral,ly earried ont, and the papers con-
tributed to the publication are of the iigliest scientific value.

During the year ending Sept. :Oth, 1888, but thirty-tr;o cases
of small-pox came iuider the notice of the board. Several of
these occurred in paper mill towns, and were probably coiected
vith the importation of rags.

Some interesting investigationîs on food adulteration bave been
carried on under the auspices of the Board. The cruel analyst
lias male several of our ol friends to appear under very differ-
ent faces. " Pure" or " strictly puîrc" Vermont maple sugar is
not pioduced in the mnaplc groves of that lovely state, but lias
its principal origin in certain mixing houses in and abont Boston.
Of forty-six samples of hoiey, more than hbalf were adulterated
vith corn glucose, twenty-one geniuine anîid tweitv-five adulter-

ated. Onie specimen, whichi bore no label and was alnost wholly
glucose syrup, contained the dead body of a honcy bee, inserted
doubtless to lend an air or gcnuineness. In nincteen colored
candies and four colored sugars no poisonous material ias
found.

The patent medicines come in for their share of criticism, and
especially the kind of remedy advertised as tonic and nerve
stimulant. When Artemus Ward, long ago, spoke of " a vege-
table tonic on a broad whiskey basis," he was not far from the
truth. " Whiskol," a non-alcohiolic cure for the drink habit,
contained on analysis 28-2 p.c., by volume, of alcohol. Harriet
Ilubbard Ayer's Vita Nuova consisted or a strongly fortified
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wine plus cocain, while the Rtecamier Cream Balm and Lotion,
prepared by the same philanthropiat, was fouid to contain mer-
eury, probably in the form of corrosive sublimate.

Visitors to Boston who bave beeui attracted by the shop of the
seven Sutherland sisters, the hair of each of which reaches the
groud, iChe extraordinary result of the use of the Seven Sutier-
land Sisters' Ilair and Scalp Clearier, also their Ilair Grower,
will be interested in knowing that the cleaner is simply a mix-
ture of horax and soap, and the grower a diluted mixture of bay
rrum. aid 1ossibly some hananelis and Spanish flies.

A very valuable paper on " l'he Micro-organisns in the Air
of' the Boston City llospital," is the work of Mr. G. R. Tucker.
Inour limited space we caInot do more than corrmend to our
readers its ciref'ul perusal.

A volume such as that of the Massaclus'tts liard reflects
credit ilon those who have accomplished the work no less than
upon iite Gvernment who have carried out the undertaking.

A Treatise on the Science and Practise of Mid-
wifery. By W. S. PrA rar, M.D., L.L.D., F.R.C.P.
Fifth American fromxi the Suveithi Englishi Edition.
E'dited with ,Notes and Additions Iv Rtoberut P. Ifarris,
M.D. Philadelphia: Lea Brothers & Co. 1889.

Sirce the appearance of' the fourth Arner'ican edition, fouir
year's Ugo, a decided advance liai been nade in the practise of
midwifery. Antisepsi. is nok>ger on its trial, but the gospel
of eleaIiniess has prevailed, and pureral mortality has been
conbiderably r'educed. The improved Cesariai section opera-
tion is yielding magnificent results, and rapidly nar'rowinig the
field of craniotomy, so thant it really seems as if sorne day the
dreau of Tyler Smith might corne true and eiraniotomry be no
more. Dr. Harris has rendered good service in bringing the
statistical records of the var'ious section operations down to the
close of 1888. In four years the mortality of Porro's operation
bas fallen from fifty-eight per cent. to less than twenty
per cent., and that of' Ceùarian section from forty-five
per cent. to twenty per cent. In Germany Cesarian sec-
tion shows a mortality of twelve per cent. The
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notes and additions by Dr. .Ifarris arO copious and
eih:ance the valuie of the work, especially for American

leaders. lnmost Engli4h works the subject, of abdominaiil pal-
pation does not. receive the attention it deserves; the same1
thult exists in Playfair's book. and it is to be loped that iln
subsequent editions it. vill be reimedied. On the wlhole, tlis
elition is brought vell up to date. and cain lie colidenitlv
recommlended as a reliable text-book.

The Physicians' Visiting List (Lindsay & Blakis-
ton's) for 1890. Tlirty-iîltin year of its publication.
Philadelphia: P. Blakiston, Son & Co.

This well-known visiting list contains a large amount of useful
information. Concise and accurate chaliters are devoted to
poisons and their antidotes, new remedies, aids to the diagnosis
and treatment of diseases of the eye, disiifectants, incompatibles,
examination of the urine, etc., etc. In addition, there are blank
leaves for visits, consultations, obstetrie and vaccination engage-
ments.

The Medical News Visiting List. Pliladelphia: Lea
Bros. & Co. 1890.

This well known and much appreciated list comes to hand for
the year 1890. It contains a great amount of useful informa-
tion, in addition to the blank leaves for visits and previous
engagements. There are tables of weights and comparative
scales, lists of new remedies, table of doses, incompatibles,
poisons and their antidotes, directions for the performance of
artificial respiration, and for tying arteries, &c., &c.



MEIJCO--UIRURGICAL SOCIETY OF MONTREAL.

Stated Meeting, Noember 1st, 1889.

Dit. SFin.:i IUai, FIIsT VICE-PREsIDENT, IN THE

ir. JouIsTON exhîibited a patiological specirnen frori a case
of chrornic suppurative ottis media, in which there was, on the
arterior surface of the righît petrous borie, p>osterior to the cdge
of tie semi-circular canal, and anterior to the regiorn of the mas-
toid cells, a perforation a quarter of an inch in diameter, with
thickered rounded edges. At the edges, slight adhesions exist
bctwcer the petrous bone and the corresponding portion of the
dura mater ; but the dura mater is readily rencvedI, and is intact.
The superior petrosal sinus is plugged WiLl a recent thrombus
the right lateral sinus is filled with greyish-brown, fetid fluid,
extending half way up to the torcular herophyli. 'e irferior

petrosal sinus and tie internal jugular vein are filled with a
similar material, their walls thiclkeîecl, rough; and, in places, ne-
crotic. On the external aspect of the inferior petrosal sinus the
bone is expoqsed. On sawing into the temporal borie, the cavities
of the middle anîd internail car are found filled with a cheesy, fetid
mass, which corisists microscopically cf leuceytes, crystalline
fitty acids and bacteria ; the drum membrane represenîted only
by a few fibrous bands holding the ossicles ini place. The tym-

panie cavity, the Eustachian tube, obstructed by granulations,
and its surfaces, in places, have become adhercnt. Near the
mastoid process the soft parts are free from oedema and infiltra-
tion. The external auditory meatus shows no obstruction. The
results of further examinatioi of the organîs of the body are as
follows: IIeart contains very little blood; orgari anæemic but
muscular ; substance and valves normal; right lung partially
consolidated at lower lobe behinid ; left lung crepirant through-
out; pulmonary vessels free, no infarets ; spleen greatly en-
larged, measures cight inches by four and a half; weight, 520
grammes nrgan very soft -.the anterior border shows several in-
farets each with thrombosedlvessels at its apex; splenie artery and

MONTREAÉ 1nC-IRRIAL SOCIETY.
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vein froc from clot ; kidneys in a state of parenchymatous
nephritis ; brain itself shows nothing beyond a single small white
spot of infiltration, the size of a bean, in right optic thalamus,
half an inch posterior to its anterior extremity. The rest of the
P.M gave negative results. .

The history of the case in brief is as follows: Patient, male,
aged 28 years ; admitted into the General] Hospital 15th Octo-
ber, complaining of headache, pain in the back, and sore throat.
These symptoms set in one week ago, and continued about the
same until time of admission, when the headache seemed to ii-
crease, and at times so severe as to prevent sleep ; no vomiting;
temperature, 104 ; pulse, 110. Examination of heart: apex
but one inch below and one inch inside the nipple line ; super-
ficial dulness from lower border of third rib downwards to extent
of four inches ; laterally, from mid-sternum to the left, to extent
of three inches ; slight blowing systolie murmur both at apex and
pulmonary arca; second sound slightly accentuated. Splenic
dulness from eighth rib to extent of four inches downwards;
swelling and redness of fauces, tenderness on pressure at angles
of jaw. Examination of the rest of the organs negative.. Ears
not examined. Two days after admission patient became slightly
delirious ; had severe chilil ; temperature 101? in the evening.
Ton days after admission, examination of the heart showed a
slight increase in the area of superficial dulness from that found
on patient's admission; the murmurs at the base became louder
and harsher. A few purpuric spots made their appearance on
the extremities ; delirium still continued ; had chills each day ;
temperature fluctuating between 980 and 104' in the mornîing,
and 990 to 1069 in the evening, and on the eleventh day after
admission into the hospital, patient died.

Dr. MILLS inquired whether there was any P.M. appearauces
to explain the heart murmurs heard during life ?

Dr. JOHNSTON replied negatively.
Dr. MILLS thought that the explanation of murmurs in such

cases, especially as they increased towards death, was dilatation,
with possibly weakness of action. The dilatation was due prob-
ably to defective nutrition, leading to a loss of elasticity. He
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had noticed this tendency to dilation in the hearts of dying
animals on which he had experiinented.

Dr. BELL mentioned an analogous case of septicomia follow-
ing perityphlitis, in which cardiac murmurs developed under
observation, and became very marked before death. No val-
vular or other cardiac lesion being found on P.M. examination.

Dr. JAMES STEWART saw the patient 24 !ours before
death, and coincided with the view expressed by the physician
in attendance that the case was one of ulcerative endocarditis.
There was a loud systolic murmur at the base not propagated
into the vessels of the neck. - The heart's dulness was increased
and the apex displaced downwards and outwards. All the signs
pointed to dilatation of the heart. It appears to me highly
probable that such dilatation can easily be accounted for by the
fever and aniemia.

Dr. BULLER said : I notice the aperture leading from the
antrum into the cranial cavity is a pretty large one, and has
probably been forned quite gradually, as the edges are smooth
and rounded. I would like to know what was the nature of the
contents of the tympanic antrum and the aperture in question.
I ask this question because it appears to me that this may have
been a case of cholesteatoma. such as we sometimes meet with
in chronie suppurative-otitis media. This collection of epithelial
scales, pus cells, cholesterine and fatty detritus, tends to canse
erosion of the bone, and it occurs to me that the aperture might
have been formed by the action of such an accumulation.

Dr. BtoN said the heart must have been dilated, from the
fact that the beat was considerably displaced beyond the nipple
line. The patient had never at any tirne complained of any
symptom of car disease.

Dr. JoINSTON replied that the heart, at the autopsy, was not
dilated nor displaced to the left. The displacement of the apex
beat might have been caused by pressure of the enlarged spleen,
which might possibly also have influenced the murmurs. The
cheesy material filling the tympanic cavity contained no epithe-
lial cells nor cholesterine crystals. There was no doubt of the
bone disease being chronic.
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Dr. ALLOWAY exhibited (1) a specimen of a large mulilocnular
ovarian cystoma, weighing forty-five pounds. vhiclh he hnd re-
nmoved some weeks ago froni a patient forty-cight years ohl. The
adhesions were extensive and the drainiage tube usedi. Recovery
vas uninterrupted.

(2) Two cystic ovaries with their tubns. . The case was one
of recurrent pelvic inflammation. The chief symptons cauised
by this condition were constant voniiting, headache and pelvic
pain. A] other methods of treatment had been tried unsuccess-
fully. It is now thrcee inontlis sinice the operation, and there has
been no return of symptons.

Dr. ENGLAND gave a history and exlibited specimens of a
case in practice. The history is as follows: Patient ageI 26
years; married ;menstruated regularly until January, 1889,
and froni this time until three months later ceased to do so,
whcn suddenly seized with a severe attack of metrorrhagia,
which, under suitable treatmuent, soon ceased. Nothing unusual
occurred until 18th October, when Dr. England was called to
attend this patient, who thought herself about to give birth to a
child. The patient was and had been for several hours suikring
severe pains, apparently expulsive in their nature. Ulpon exami-
nation, Dr. England was surprised to find an empty vagima; a
small, firm, fixed and retroverted uterus; the cervix very slightly
dilated ; no abdominal tumor or change in the breasts couldi be
made out. The patient was only relieved of her pains sone
hours later by the renioval of what proved to be an imperfectly
developed ovin.

Dr. JOHNSTON said the specimen showed distinct traces of
amnion and chorionie villi at an advanced stage. This vould
probably be recognized by microscopic examination. No fotus
was present. The intense pain miglit be accounted for by the
supposition that if the case were one of mnissed abortion the con-
dition of the uterine mucosa inight be similar to that in mem-
branous dysmenorrhoa.

Dr. ALLOWAY said that the case was most probably one of
missed abortion ; that pregnancy ceased about the third month,
and that the uterus did not expel its contents for several months
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afterwards. The retroplaced uterus incarcerated in the pelvis
mnight have accournted for the delay in, expiliioni. This wotild1
also account for the very severe pain experinced. le (Dr.
Alloway) had reported a similar Case to the society sormie three
years ago, and he thoughît, urinder the circumtances, that Dr.
England had adopted the proper treatrnent, but would advise in
another similar case that every efFort he made to replace the
uterus before the induction was resorted toj. As a ruie, the
uteris in such cases is not absolutely fixed by adhesions at the
fundus ; it is simply impacted in the pelvic cavity, otherwise
sterility would more tharn likely have been ahslute.

Dr. McCona related a case of a sorrewhat similar nature.
Mrs. S., aged 42, has large family ; six mnriths previous to my
seceirg lier the mrenstrual flow had not come on, uor did it corme
the followinîg rmonth ; but a week or so after, she had pains and a
profuse flow, and she supposed she had had an abortior. She was
regular at the riext four periods, wlicn I was again called te see
ber; pains and flowing had corîtirued for some days anid she he.
carme alarmed. I found, on exaiinatiorn, a rnernbraneous sac
projecting froin os, which was easily rernoved ; it was about the
.ize of ar egg ; a bladder-like sac filled with fluid, and a smali
foetus floating in it. The foetus had perished at the tirme ofsup-
posed complete abortion, and although mernstrual periods hiad
come on regularly after (there had been more lost than usual)
it had remairied four months after.

Dr. Ronnicx exhibited a mass of tuberculous glands rermoved
from the neck of a yourg girl. Both sides of the neck were
engaged in the disease, and were operated upon simultaneously,
upwards of eighty glands being removed through the two in-
cisions. 'ie patient was discharged we!l on the eleventh day
after the operation. There was io evidence of tubercular dis-
ease elsewhere. Her maternal urcle died of phthisis.

Dr. MILLS exhibited a dozen small calculi, of the size of very
small peas, several like duck shot, taken from the urethra of a
dog after death. They had been diagnosed during life by the
catheter. Operation not being permitted, the dog died coma-
tose. Bladder greatly distended.

Dr. RuTTAN here mentioned that the examination of Dr.
Roddick's specimen of vesical calculus exhibitel at the laet
meeting proved that it was purely cystirie.

30
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The Moods of the Sane.-It bas been said that,
"speaking scientifically, we cannot affirm that anybody is per-
fectly healthy." If the pathologist can detect the symptoms of
disease in the most apparently healthy body, no less certainly
can the neurologist indicate subtle manifestations in the mental
states of the sanest amongst ~us, which serve to warn us how

perilously near we may all come at times to mental derange-
ment. Just as it is impossible to set up a standard of bodily
health of universal application, so is it with the mind ; one inau's
measure of mental health cannot be taken as that of another.
" Health" and " whole" are both derived from the Anglo-Saxon
term, hli, and no one man has the completeness of cither bodily
or mental soundness at any one time. We may be sane (safe,
sound), but at best only relatively, and the varying moods may

often be strangely like the truc persistent phases of the acknow-
ledged alien. There are few of us who have not moments of
depression or abnormal excitement, which, if unduly prolonged,
would make us the objects of unpleasant attentions at the hands
of our friends, an4 not one of us can say at any time that we
shall nover find those unhappy moods persist. Apart, however,
from any such painful forebodings, it is an interesting suiject to
consider some of those mental attitudes of the perfectly sane, and
trace their causes to their actual source. Tiere is a posthumous
paper in the recent number of the Neurologist, by Dr. Milner
Fothergill, which deals-in the pleasant and instructive manner
for which its distinguished writer was so celebrated-with this
interesting question. If we would rightly know the workings of
the buman mind in their varied conditions, we must study them,
as the brilliant author tells us, in the insane asylum. What
angry man amongst us may not find food for reflection, and learn
the habits of self-control from the incoherent frenzy ? What
garrulous, self-centred man may not be rebuked when ho sees
his infirmity a little magnified in the flow of the talkative
maniac ?
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The delusions of the over-sanguine, the groundless fancies of
the visionary, the baseless conceptions of the jealous, the morbid
religiosity of the despondent man, ail find their legitimate pro-
jections in some fixed condition common enough in the dread
abode of the insane, and ail have lessons for us. The asylum
held up the mirror to the observant eye of Dr. Milner Fother-
gill, sh owing him our natural and bealthy moods when perverted
hy disease, mismanagement or neglect, into forms of mental dis-
order. A bad habit or the dominance of an unfortunate predi-
lection may disturb the balance of an therwise healthy mind, as
effectually as the touch of a magnet on the balance wheel of an
exquisite watch ivill impede its regular motion.

HIow easily is our mental balance disturbed ! A single serious
reverse may blight a man's hopes for life, yet with another and
a sterner habit of thought the advancing phthisis of a Richard
Jeffreys will not have the least ill effect. What a variety of
moods are caused by food alone ! A hungry man can scarcely
be termed quite sane in comparison with one who is comfortably
digesting the dinner of one of the " city companies."

A cynie might turn upon us, and declare that the man who
lias just dined well evidences his cerebral disturbance by the
ease with which a liberal subscription can be obtained from him,
and that his less replete moments are his prudent and normal
ones. When the Church desired to reduce us to a proper sense
of our deserts and shortcomings, she bade us fast, and ap fasting
has always been associated with penitence, it might bs argued
by a theologian tliat ive are more truly our real selves when
hungry than full. Andrew Boorde, the monk-physician, in his
quaint book, The Dyetary of ffealth, rather inclines to the
"city company" idea of sanity, when he advises his readers to
"Fyrste lyne out of syn, and folowe Christes doctrine, and then
vse honest myrth and honest company, and vse to eate good
meate, and drynke moderatly."

Shakespeare thought that the "lean and hungry" looking
Cassins must naturally be dangerous, and the general testimony
of English writers at any rate is to the close connection between
fat folk and good temper. Dr. Fothergill was a grand example
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in himself, and we can picture the relish with which he wrote,
" When the brain is well fed it lias a sense of well being; when
it is ill-supplied with blood, it is irritable, miserable and despon-
dent." But alas! the very process of feeding the brain and
making general contentment in the body too often vitiates the
blood, and, as the old writers would say, " disturb the humors."
The good feeder gives a standing invitation to the gout, and the
gouty material in the blood makes a man "choleric," that is to
say, hasty and irritable. 'T'le over-fat, amiable mant lias fits of
" the blues," he often descends to the melancholy mood, and
then, as old Burton says, " lie is the crcam of human adversity,
the quintessence, and upshot." A disordered liver lias niade
many a one think lie bas sinned the unpardonable sin, and a
good purge lias often lifted a burden from the conscience as
heavy as that of Bunyan's Pilgrim. Dr. Fothergill thouglit that
the atmospheric conditions of Bath and Bournemouth arc dis.
tinctly answerable for their religious tone, whilst the tonic effects
of Clifton have much to do with its intellectual activity. It
would be interesting to compare Margate and Brighton with the
special moods of their visitors; but these theories may easily be
pushed too far, and we might find ourselves inquiring what are
the characteristics of Monte Carlo which foster the gambling
spirit, and what makes the Neapolitans so light-hearted and
frivolous. Perhaps the diet has even more to do with the moods
of the sane than atmospheric conditions. An old adage says
that, " he who drinks beer thinks beer," but there is beer and
beer. The German philosopher stimulates his brain to the high.
est intellectual exercises on beer, while our working classes
deaden their not over active cerebral organization on something
called by the same name. Whether we are as sane as we miglht
be in creating any sort of mood by alcohol, is extremely doubt.
fui, for most competent observers agree that the best sorts of
intellectual, as of other work, cannot be donc under its influence.
" The accursed hag dyspepsia," as Carlyle called it, lias been
answerable for a good deal of the gloomier theology of the past
and present. What a victim must have been that monk who
wrote Kell Opened to Christians, wyith its appalling pictures Of
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demons driving bolts into men's sculls, and toasting them on
great forks ! The author of The Imitation of Chri8t, on the
other hand, must have been blessed with a good digestion, and a
liver which gave him no "moods." Ris biographers say he was
" a placid, kindly, fresh-colored old man ;" and, indeed, his
books reveal all that. Probably our best methods are always
tinged with a shade of melancholy. Montaigne says, " the most
profound joy bas more of gravity than gaiety in it ;" and Dr.
Fothergill wrote of the mental attitude of " feeling delightfully
low-spirited." "I The rainbow of our thought life," as the author
of Thiorndale so beautifully expresses it, "is made of joy and
tears1 the light and storm." The dark and the .bright threads
of our life are so interwoven, that our healthiest attitude cannot
be called unalloyed joy. The highest music, painting and
poetry most truly express the sanest moods of man when they
exhibit joy chastened by the "sadness which is most akin to
pain."

The lesson which we should endeavor to learn from a study of
the moods which so easily possess us is the importance of a firm
wiill control acting like the inhibitory nerves. If our mental
states are so often caused by pathological conditions, it is no less
true that the mind can control the body ; and the man or woman
who, in popular phraseology, "gives way" to his moods, runs
imminent risk of becoming their slave.-Editorial in Br. Med.
Jour.

The Hygienie Uses of the Imagina-
tiOl.-In a recent oditorial entitled " Considerate Judg-
ment," Wve endoavored to emplia.size the necessity of basing
conclusions on well ascertained facts, and stated that only
those theories which could be thus substantiated would be
found enduring. But in the attainment of truth we are by no
means debarred the full and free play of a weil disciplined
imagination; indeed, it often points the way to undiscovered
truths; it is by no means infallible; its suggestions always
need verification; but imaginations verified become with us
accpted facts. Under the above heading, at the recent meet-
ing of the British Medical Association, Sir James Cricliton
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of Keats; and another of our great surgeons, present at this
meeting, told me recently that on his way to and from every
serious operation ho dips into Shelley.

But it may be objected that the imagination, if sometimes
stimulating and restorative in its influence, is often morbid in
its tendencies, and that its indulgence is to be guarded against
by those who desire to possess well regulated minds. "No
habit can be more opposed to a healthy condition of the
mental powers," says Abercrombie, " thai that which permits
the mind to wander in a more vision or waking d reain from
scene to scene, unrestrained by reason, probability or truth;"
and the answer to Abercrombie is supplied by Tyndall, who
says that those who have denounced the imagination beause
they have scen its disastrous etruet on weak vessels, "iniglt
with equal justice point to expluded boilers as an argument
against the use of steam." But the weak vessels wrccked by
imagination are really fewer than is commonly supposed.
Now and again some erratie genius, of highly strung nervous
temperament, gives himself up to pleasures of imagination till
he becomes intoxicated with them, and staggers over the
boundary of sanity. NTow and again an intensely imaginative
child, like Jerome Cardan or Hartley Coleridge, so indulges
in day dreams that his fancies grow into phantons that haunt
him; but I do not hesitate to say that for one case of insanity
caused by excess of imagination, there are a dozen caused by
want of it. Apathetic dullness and torpor of mind are apt to
deepen into dementia; and those entirely given up to " the
care of this life and the deceitfulness of riches" are more
likely to be choked by them than those who can surmount
them, and breathe the free and ample air of testhetical emo-
tion. A vulgar error as to the nature of insanity has perhaps
conduced to exaggeration as to the dangers of imagination.
Visitors to asylums invariably arrive expecting to find
growths of norbid invention and belief, çild, tangled, and
luxuriant as a tropical foi est, and leave much disappointed by
the barrenness of the land, for the insane are the least imigi-
native of beings. At rare intervals a madman is encountered
-a Blake or a Swedenborg-whom two intrepid doctors have
certified, who dazzles all around him by the meteoric bril-
liancy of bis conceptions; but, as a rule, the lunatic is as dull
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as a stone. He is the victim of a fixed idea, or bis delusions
pursue a treadmill round, or occur in groups s0 unvarying
that, if you have ascertained one of them, you can predict all
the re.?t. Is mind is a blank or a blurred and unreadable
page, 'or his fancies, if they come thick in the tumult of
mania, are so disjointed or huddled together as to defy recog-
nition. Idiocy is the absolute negation of imagination, and
insanity undermines and destroys or enfeebles it more or less,
and, when we try to drive out irisanity, the first thing we do
is to invoke imagination's aid, for moral treatment consists
mainly in appeais to this faculty, and fully acknowle(lge: its
hygienic uses. The first recorded cure of melancholia was by
the harp of David, ind to-day in every lunatie hospital worth
the name persistent eflorts are being made by music, by pic-
tares, by poetry and the drama to stimulate the imagination,
and thus "cleanse the stuffled bosom of that perilous stuff that
weighs upon the heart."

Imagination seems to have a trophic influence on the brain.
When it is absent tardy growth goes on; when it is more or
less in abeyance, weakness exists; when it is active. there is
vigorous development; and the immediate effects of imagina-
tion in causing exhileration and preventing sleep when it is
excessively indulged aliost suggest that the states of the
cortex which accompany it have some control over metabolie
changes in the body. We riow know that, besides alkaloids
exereising a poi.,onous effect, which owe their fbrmation to
microbe-, and are called ptomaines, there are others which are
produced by the cells of the living organisn themselves in
breaking down albuiniuous matter. and which are called leuco-
inaines. Now Bouchard bas shown that the alkaloids of the
latter kind formed during sleep have a stinulating action, so
that, when they accunulate to a certain amoint, they excite
the nerve centres and cause awakeniug, while those formed
during waking hours have a depressing action and tend to
induce sleep. And it is jist possible that in the formation of
leucomaines of different classes, under varying conditions of
the supreme nerve centres, a key may be found to the curious
fact that certain emotionzal noods, after having persisted for
a time, tend to induce their opposites-excitement, depres-
Sion; appetite, disgust-and also to the influence of imagina-
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tion, when very active, in causing exhileration and wakeful-
ness. It is just possible that under such circunstances it
may arrest the formation of those leucomaines, usually manu-
factured during waking hours, hvlich are depressing and lead
up to sleep, or so modify dee mposition that other leucomaines
of a stimulating character are produced. There ean be no
question <hat, in insanity, certain states of the highest nerve
centres are accompanied by rapid disintegration of the tissues
and emaciation, while in other states of these centres inetabol-
ism is reduced to a minimum, so that prolonged starvation
nay be sustained with comparatively little wasting.

But it is only an inordinatc indulgence of the imagination
that produces excitement and interferes with natural s-Iiii-
ber; its reasonable and regulatod usecausing only a certain

buoyancy of spirits with which a seise of s.oothiing is associ-
ated. imagination, indeed, legitimately used, coibines to
sone extent; the pleasureable eifects of both morphine and
cairine, without, any disagrecable after-coiisequences, such as
headaches, despondency, or confusion of thought. On the one
hand, it may heighten happiness, and on the other aillord
solace in sutliing and sorrow. It nmay givo zest to appetite
and allay the pangs of hunger, brace to exortion, or lessen the
sense of fatigue. It would not bc wrong to speak of it, when
rightly used, as a truc physiological stimulant. and analgesie,
capable in some degrec of taking tie place .f those crude

agents drawn from herbs and trees, with which in all quarters
of the globe mnankind has sought to mitigate the dullness or
assuage the pains of life. Moreover, its massive pleasures
have a distinctly sedative eflet in connoction with those
petty but exasperating animosities and jealousies that are the
thorns of social intercourse, and fret and Iray fiie-textured

brains. Lifting us above the turmoils and worries of the

moment and opening Up wide aind dictant prospets, they prO-
moto altruistie feeling, luli to rest our wounded sensibilities,
and allay feverisi exciteent.-Journal of the Amer. Med.
Association.
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CLINICAL TEACHING IN ASYLUMS.

Asylums for the insane, located within easily accessible dis-
tances of inedical schools, can and ought to be made of great use
in clinical teaching. The great majority of graduates of English,
American and Canadian medical schools have only a very super-
ficial knowledge of insanity. This is a great misfortune, as they
are not infrequently called upon to attend such cases in general
practice, and not uncommonly the unfortunate patients have to
suffer as the result of this ignorance. Clinical instruction in
asylums would not only benefit the afflicted and the students,
but also the physicians in charge of the asylum.

It is a well recognized fact that an hospital in which clinical
instruction is carried on is greatly superior to an hospital in which
no teaching is done. The clinical hospital confers its benefits on
its patients, on its students, and on its physicians and surgeons.
Such an hospital always attracts the best men, and, in conse-
quence, in it the best temporary and permanent work is done.
It is in clinical hospitals that, with very few exceptions, the
great advances in modern medicine and surgery have been
worked out.

What is true of general hospitals is also true of hospitals for
the insane.

All the leading German universities have clinics for mental
diseases connected with them, and under the direction of men
whose names are household words in the scientific world. In
Vienna the clinic for mental diseases is under the direction of
Meynert, who mainly through taking advantage of his unrivalled
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opportunities for the study and teaching of insanity, is now re-
cognized as one of the leading authorities in the world in this
department.

The paucity of scientific work cnanating froin asylum
physicians on this side of the Atlantic is, in part, attributable to
the want of that stimulatiig influence which the presence of
students infuses, and in part also to the fact that they arc bur-
dened with the multifarious duties pertaining to the necessary
ways and ineans of their establishments.

Not until the time an.-ives wlen we will only require asylum
physicians to attend the scientific part of their work, will
we have attained that high level long ago reached by Ger-
nany.

As things are at present, let the asylum physician's scientific
capacity and enthusiasm he of the highest order, lie will be a
non-producer, because lie is required to attend to duties which
are antagonistic to the highest mental work.

THE TREATMENT OF THE INSANE IN CANADA.

It is expected that within a few nonths the Protestant Ilospi-
tal for the Insane in this city will be open for the reception and
treatnent of patients.

As yet no appointment lias heen made to the position of
medical superintendent. The future success of this institution
will, in a great measure, depend on the wisdom displayed by the
governors in making this appointmnent. The first änd essential
requirement for this position is experience in the management
and treatment of the insane. Un fortuntrately, in this country it
is not the customn to appoint men to these positions because froin
experience and special education thcy are fitted for the work.
In nost of the provinces, the first, anil, in fact, the only quali-
fication is the reputation of being an energetic machine politician.
The credentials of the candidates do not consist of what they
know and what they have seen of insanity, but what they have
donc for tleir " party." To be a rejected parliamentary can-
didate is a qualification which rarcly fails in securing the de-
sired position.
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The nature and treatment of the diseases of the tmiind is,
beyond ail doubt, the most profounsd and difficult department of
medicine. In no specialty is it so necessary that there should
be special training as in psychiatry, and yet we find men willing
to undertake5 these- very orerous duties without any special
knowledge.

We believe that several erninently qualified physicians are
ready to make application for the inedical surintendency of
the Protestant Iospital for the Insane, and we hear also that
several physicians in no way qualified for the position ai i anxious
for the appointment. It will be easy for wise and coupetent
men to separaté the eminently qualified from those entirely
unfitted for the position. It wili, however, be more difficult to
decide who among the former will best fill the important posi-
tion.

It does not appear to be gererally knowr that the insane of
the Nrth-West Territories are housed, not in ai asylum, but in
the Manitoba Penitentiary. Formnerly, by an agreement with
the Provincial Governmernt of Manitoba, the care of the insane
from the territories was entrusted to the Superintendent of the
Manitoba Asylum at Selkirk. This arrangement, which we
believe worked satisfactorily, fell through from the inability of the
Dominion and Provincial Governments to come to terms as to
the price to be paid by the former.

If the treatment of the insane in this Province is highly un-
satisfactory, it is due to causes beyond the reach of our profes-
sion, but the case is otherwise with the insane in the North-
West. A representation from the Canad'ian Medical Association
of the injury donc to the insane by their retention in a convict
establishment would, we have no doubt, induce the Dominion
Government to build a proper asylum in the territories or con-
tinue the arrangement previously in force.

We have had occasion repeatedly to cal] attention to the per-
nicious system of dealinig with the insane in the Province of
Quebec. This state of matters still continues, and there is
little hope that it will ever be different until the day comes when
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the mass of the population will be educated, and until the time
comes when polticians will dare to do what is right. As neither
of these events are likely to occur during the present generation
of men, the unrigiteous method of hiring out the insane now
in force will be continued.

THE TREATMENT OF FUNCTIONAL NERVOUS DIS-
EASES BY CORRECTION OF OCULAR DEFECTS.

The Commission appointed by the New York Neurological
Society to enquire into the results of the correction of ocular
defects, in the treatment of epilepsy and chorea, have reported,
on the whole, unfavorably towards this proceedure. They
examined into fourteen cases, and report six improved but none
cured. The result of this enquiry affords an additional proof of
the folly of rushing into print, and claiming at once for new
methods results which can only be determined by prolonged and
careful investigation. That six cases were improved may be
considered as saying much in favor of this operation by some,
while by others it will be looked upon simply as a happy coinci-
dence. The latter can, no doubt, bring forward abundant proof
that almost any treatment would be followed by similar results.
That such a proceedure should be curative in any case of
essential epilepsy or chronie chorea, appears to us, on purely
physiological grounds, to be highly improbable.
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PROVINCIAL MEDICAL BOARDS.

To Mhe Edilor8 of TmE MOnruaL Mimca JoUnsA j,.

SIrs :-In the admirable introdtictory address delivered by
my friend Dr. ivacDonnell, and published in your last issue, I
subscribe to everything except to his remarks on the subject of
" Provincial Medical Boards." I had hoped that the day of
antagonism to them was past, but I regret to sec that the spirit of
opposition is not yet dead, and still more that it should be
evinced by one of the younger generation. I am bold to say
that if in the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec a higher stand-
ard of general medical education exists to-day, than on any
other part of this Continent, it is because for forty years or more
the medical boards have souglt for uniformity in the qualifica-
tion to practise-a uniformity ivhich the public bas a right to
expect, but which it certainly cannot obtain fromn irresponsible
medical schools. Unrestricted competition between the colleges
without state supervision leads to the chaos which is seen on
this side of the line ; and that the same state does not exist in
Canada, is not owing to any virtue on the part of the schools-
far from it-but is due solely to the wisdom of the men who
organized and have supported the medical boards. We must
remember that it is a new thing for the university degree to
carry with it the license to practise, and it lias only crept in in
the case of the Doctorate in Medicine. It is a function of the
state to determine whether a man is fit to be entrusted with the
lives and limbs of citizens ; and to carry out this function through
an organised profession, by its representatives, is a thoroughly
Anglo-Saxon way, certainly preferable to the arbitrary Teutonie
plan in which the &aats-examen is conducted by nominees of
the Crown.

I freely concede the difficulty to which Dr. MacDonnell refers,
in having to comply with regulations inconsistent with modern
ideas of education ; but we must have patience. The schools
are not themselves quite ready for a thoroughly advanced system
of teaching, though now with the compulsory four years and
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the addition of a summer session, the didactie and the practical
work could easily be re-arranged. Certainlv the time has cone
for dividing absolutely the work of the different years. Fewer
didactie lectures ; increased laboratory instruction, particularly
in the dissecting-room ; junior and senior classes in the Hospital,
practical examiniations in all departments-these are the changes
to which boards and schools must alike look forward.

Yours, etc., WILLIAM OSLER.
JO1N3s Hos IosTAr.

Baltimore. Dec. 2, 1889.

-Dr. W. H-. Gaskell bas been awarded a medal by the Royal
Society for his researches in the anatomy and physiology of the
sympathetic nervous system.

-Prof. Eulenburg, of Berlin, the editor of the Real-Enocyclo-
pædiae der G-esammiten Heilkunnde, lias recently celebrated his
silver jubilee as a medical teacher.

-The late Professor Ricord bas bequeathed the sum o)f 10,000
francs to the Acadeniy of Medicine, the interest of which is to
be devoted bi-annually for a prize in any subject the Academy
may determine.

OBITUARY.-Through the death of Gaetano La Loggia, Italy
bas lost a distinguished citizen, and medicine one of lier ablest
students. For many years hli held the chair of physiology in
the University of Palermo, and for some time the chair of biology
in the University of Turin. He, however, not only taught
physiology with effect, but also taught the Italian youth the
priceless value of civil and religious liberty: His part in the
regeneration of Italy was a prorninent one. For a number of
years previous to bis death he was director of the Palermo
Asylum, and devoted his great energies to the elucidation of
scientific questions relating to bis special department.

PARIs ExInBIT1oN.-W. R. Warner & Co. have received a
silver medal at the Paris World's Fair, being the higbest of its
kind, in recognition of the following claims : lst. W. R. Warner
& Co.'s Pills, quick solubility and accuracy. 2nd. Reliability
and permanency unsurpassed. 3rd. Perfection in coating,
thorough composition and accurate subdivision. 4th. Excel-
lence in solubility of the finished product in from four to six
minutes. 5th. Quinine Pills, foi- accuracy in weight and purity;
of material. Also for Warner & Co.'s Effervescent Saits. lst.
Superior effervescing properties. 2nd. General elegance and
excellence. 3rd. Stability of the effervescing quality sustained
by critical examination.
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